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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Remarks 
In the calculation of stresses in prestressed concrete beams, it 
is assumed that the distribution of stress caused by the prestressing force 
is linear, the stress gradient varying in accordance with the eccentricity 
of the centroid of the prestressing force. However, the prestressing force 
is applied on the beam at a point or at a series of points and not in ideal 
conformity with the desired distribution of stresses. It requires a certain 
distance from the· end of the beam for these applied forces to "flown into the 
desired stress distribution. The length of this distance, usually called the 
transfer length, depends primarily on the type of prestressing (pre-or post-
tensioning) the number and distribution of points at which the load is applied, 
and the material and geometrical properties of the cross section. 
As the prestressing force flows from the tensioning element into 
the concrete section, very high compressive (bearing) stresses may be produced 
immediately at the point of application of the force. Moreover, high tensile 
and shearing stresses may occur at other points within the transfer zone, 
owing to the action of these compressive forces flowing out over the cross 
section. Cracking of the beam or significant local deformations, caused 
by either one or both of these effects can lead to failure of the beam or to 
a significant loss in the prestressing forceo In both cases, benefit may 
be derived from the use of transverse reinforcement. This study is concerned 
with the problems arising from the "flown of the prestressing force from the 
tensioning element into the concrete and with the effect of transverse 
reinforcement in the nanchorage zone", of a prestressed concrete beam. 
Before discussing the practical implications of the problem, it 
should be mentioned that it may be fundamentally incorrect to divide anchorage 
zone failures into bearing failures or failures due to longitudinal cracking. 
Both phenomena are failures of the same material under complex systems of 
stress and should relate to the same basic criteria. These criteria need not 
necessarily be expressed in terms of stresses. In the absence of a completely 
satisfactory theory of failure for concrete, the studies in this report are 
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related to the traditional concepts of failure of concrete in compression 
and tension. However, it is hoped that these assumptions will be questioned 
at every stage of progress of the future investigation, especially in the 
interpretation of the effect of transverse reinforcement. 
One operational aspect of this problem merits mention. In pre-
tensioned and post-tensioned bonded beams, each operation of releasing the 
reinforcement or post-stressing is a test in itself. If failure does not 
occur at the time of that operation, it is unlikely that it will occur later. 
Normally, the prestress level is expected to reduce and the concrete strength 
to increase with time. If the bond is reasonably good and the beam does not 
fail in ifshear tf , the anchorage zone stresses should not increase appreciably 
under any circumstance. Consequently, the problem is not very critical in 
terms of public safety. The majority of the failures, if any, should occur 
in the yard or during construction 0 However, this is not true for unbonded 
beams or for bonded beams without satisfactory bond. 
At present, there is no generally accepted method for the design 
of transverse reinforcement in the anchorage zone of prestressed concrete 
beams. The contribution of such reinforcement to bearing strength is often 
ignored. A common method for its design is to compute tensile stresses on 
the basis of an "elastic tt theory, and to provide reinforcement to take all 
the tensile stress in excess of a nominal permissible stress. This is not a 
consistent method, since the concrete must be cracked before the reinforcement 
can be used efficiently; and once the concrete is cracked the computed tensile 
stresses cease to have any meaning. 
The over-all object of this investigation is to seek through tests 
and studies an interpretation of the action of transverse reinforcement in 
the anchorage zone that will lead to an effective design procedureo An 
immediate practical object is to investigate the feasibility of not using 
end-blocks in pretensioned I-beamso Consequently, the early work is slanted 
toward the study of anchorage zone stresses in pretensioned beams 0 
1.2 Object and Scope 
The object of this report is to present: 
(a) A comprehensive review of the research on anchorage zone 
stresses in prestressed concrete beams. 
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(b) A review of research on bond characteristics of prestressing 
reinforcement .. 
(c) A ~uantitative comparison of anchorage zone stresses in pre-and 
post-tensioned beams according to t1elastictf theories. 
( d) A proposal for an exploratory program of tests 0 
The report summarizes the available information on anchorage zone 
stresses. Knowledge on bond characteristics of prestressing reinforcement 
is presented because it is related intimately to anchorage zone stresses in 
pretensioned beams. The anchorage zone stresses in particular cross sections 
were analyzed in detail primarily to obtain an approximate idea of the possible 
zones of distress, and also to compare the results of various theoretical 
methods .. 
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20 REVIEW OF STUDIES OF ANCHORAGE ZONE STRESSES 
IN PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAMS 
2.1 General Remarks 
Previous investigations of the anchorage zones stresses in prestressed 
concrete beams or investigations of other "concentrated load" problems related 
to this problem, have utilized a variety of methods. Although most of the 
investigations have been theoretical in nature, they have been supplemented 
to some degree by photoelastic investigations and in a few cases by actual 
tests. Most of the work has been two-dimensional in nature and has been 
confined to investigations of the stresses in post-tensioned beams. It is 
only wi thin the past few years that three-dimensional investigations have 
been attempted and that the problems arising in pretensioned beams, have 
been considered. 
The earliest investigation of problems which entailed conditions 
similar to those existing in the end-block of a prestressed concrete beam 
was reported by Ribi~re (1)* in 1889. This ~ork was followed by a rigorous 
mathematical treatment of the subject of eccentric loads by Bleich (2) in 
1923. Bleich was mainly concerned with problems arising in steel structures. 
It was not until 1956 that Sievers (3) simplified his solution and attempted 
to extend it to three-dimensional problems in prestressed concrete. 
The problem of eccentrically loaded concrete blocks was first 
f1 
investigated by Morsch (4) in 1923. However interest was not again aroused 
until the past decade when prestressed concrete came into its own as a 
structural entity and engineers began to realize the importance of this 
problem as applied to post-tensioned prestressed concrete beams. Several 
papers were published in quick succession. Magnel (5) in 1948 and Chaikes (6) 
in 1951 published similar solutions for the anchorage zone stresses in post-
tensioned beams. The principal advantage of these methods was its Simplicity, 
the principal'disadvantage was that they in effect assumed the solution before 
they started. Magnel also reported two tests and maintained that his 
theoretical work was in essence supported by a photoelastic investigation by 
Brugge ling (7). 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to corresponding entries in the list of referenceso 
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A more rigorous treatment of the subject was given by Guyon (8) 
in 1951 who considered the problems of both longitudinal and transverse 
loads, and also the transverse stresses in an axially symmetric~l., three-
dimensional case. In order to facilitate the application of'his results, 
he published his work in the form of tables. Guyon in his first book 'on 
prestressed concrete (9) extended his analysis for post-tensiqned.beams to 
cover the end-blocks of pretensioned prestressed concrete beams. 
Christodoulides considered two particular problems: A mathematical 
and photoelastic investigation of symmetrically loaded two-dimensional post-
tensioned end-blocks (10), and athree-dimensional photoelastic investigation 
of a model and strain measurements on an actual post-tensioned concrete 
beam (11). 
At the World Conference on Prestressed Concrete held in San 
Franscisco in 1957, two papers on end-blocks were presented. The first 
was an experimental investigation by Ban, Maguruma' and Ogaki (12) who 
reported tests on 41 concrete specimens. They compared measUred concrete 
strains, with strains predicted in accordance with both Bleich's and' 
Guyon's solutions. The second paper was a theoretical investigation 
employing a lattice analogy ~ This paper was presented by Ramaswamy and 
Goel (13). Their results were not in agreement with those obtained in 
previous investigations. 
A further photoelastic investigation was reported by Mahajan (14) 
in 1958. . Although' the investigation was confined to post-tensioned beams, 
the results of' two phbtoe1astic tests for pretensioned beams were shown. 
The transverse stresses obtained did not agree with either Magnel's or 
Guyon's theoretical investigation. 
Two further papers were published in 1960. The first was a 
theoretical and experimental treatment of an axially symmetrical three-
dimensional problem investigated by Douglas and Trahair (15) 0 They found 
extremely large discrepancies between the measured and computed ultimate 
capacities' of their test specimens 0 The second paper was' a further note 
on a lattice analogy approach by Ross (16). The results obtained did not 
agree with those of Ramaswamy and Gael, who also used the lattice analogy-. 
Two studies applicable to anchorage zone stresses in pretensioned 
beams have been made in addition to the extrapolation from the post-tensioned 
case by Guyon. The first was measurements of strains in the end-blocks of 
pretensioned factory units by Base (17) and the second a laboratory investigation 
by Marshall (18). The results of this latter investigation are not as yet 
available. 
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In the following chapter, a review of a selected number of these 
investigations has been made.. It has been attempted to confine this review 
to those investigations which made tangible theoretical or experimental 
advances or which gave different results to those reported by other investigators. 
Each review outlines the object, scope and principal results of the investigation. 
The investigations can be divided roughly into five parts.. Since 
much more attention has been devoted to analyses of post-tensioned than 
pretensioned beams, previous analyses of the former subject can be subdivided 
into four parts, while analyses of the latter subject are sufficient for one 
part only.. The parts into which the post-tensioned analyses can be subdivided 
appear in this chapter in the following order: (i) two-dimensional elastic 
analyses and other investigations related directly to these analyses (ii) 
photoelastic analyses (iii) lattice analogy analyses (iv) three-dimensional 
analyses. The fifth part contains analyses of pretensioned beams.. The 
chapter concludes with a critical summary of the results obtained in these 
investigations. 
2.2 Analysis by F. Bleich (2) 
A solution was developed by F" Bleich for the longitudinal, transverse, 
and shear stresses in a plate of depth 2b and width 2a, subjected to external 
forces P and P on two parallel edges as shown in Fig. la. Two loading 
o u 
conditions were considered. In the first loading condition, the plate was 
subjected to two loads equidistant from the longitudinal axis (Fig .. la) and 
in the second loading condition, the plate was subjected to two equal and 
opposite forces at the same locations on either side of the longitudinal axis 
(Fig. Ib). The first condition (symmetrical loading) and the second condition 
(anti-symmetrical loading) can be combined to obtain a solution for an 
eccentric load. 
The solution was based on Lagrange's equation 
04F 04F 04F 
dX4 + 2 ox20y2 + dy4 = 0 
where F was AirY's stress function. The external loads were expressed in terms 
of a Fourier Series. Four boundary conditions were used as follows: 
For y = -b,; (j P (x) 
Y 0 
1" = 0 
For y = +b,; cr = P (x) y U 
1" = 0 
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The symbols x and y are defined in Fig. lao However, the 'solution' based on 
these boundary conditions was not final' since, the boundary conditions, at 
x = .± a (Fig. la) were not satisfied.- The solution resulted in normal stresses 
on the longi tudirial boundary in the ca.se of the symmetrical Ioadihg 'and shear-
stresses on the same free boundary in the case bf'the anti-symmetrical loading. 
Bleich recomme~ded-correcting the normal stresses on the free boundary in the 
case of sYmmetrical loading by 'superimposing 'equal and opposite stresses for 
plates in which b is 'large compared to a. ' He did not correct ~for the shear 
stresses on the free boundary in the case' of antisymmetrical loading. 
The derivation of the exact mathematic:al solutions for the longitudinal, 
transverse, and shear stresses for a generalized system of loading, is presented 
in Appendix A.I. Mathematical approximations are presented in -this appendix, 
that allo~ the conversion of these exact expressions into usable approximate 
expressions.. These approximate expressions-are used for the numerical 
evaluation of the-stresses in the particular cases given in Chapter 4. 
2.3 Approximate Analysis by Ho Sievers (3) 
H. Sievers developed an approximate me~hod to determine the 
transverse stresses along the longitudinal axis only, in the anchorage zone 
of a "two-dimen'sional It post-tensioned beam,., He also recommended an approximate 
method by which a three-dimensional problem could -be reduced to a two-
dimensional one.. The development of his approximate method was based on the 
assumption that Bleich!.s 'solution was correct. 
The-' case of' a plate with two symmetrical loads at the top and a 
uniformly distributed load on ,the lower side (Fig. 2) was considered. There 
were no shear and no transverse stresses at the top and bottom sides 0 A 
reasonable shape for the resultant stress trajectory was 'assumed. The stress 
trajectory started and ended with vertical tangents as shown in Fig. ' 20 The 
equation for the resultant stress trajectory was assumed as 
where 
r = m (1 + arJ) 
m = (1 -a/2) . 
11 = y/a 
a = ,a, constant 
e -art 
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The transverse stress, (j , can be written as follows 
x 
P d2r 
(jx = ... to dy2 
* P m 2 
or O'x = t 2" a (l-O'rl) 
a 
If a is assumed to be 2.5, the final expression for the transverse stress along 
the longitudinal axis is given by 
8 P m / -0 .. 8 'rr l.. 
cr = -- (1 ... 2.5 Y a) .e " a 
x t a2 
The following expression was proposed for an approximate evaluation 
of the shearing force along the longitudinal axis for anti-symmetrical loading: 
V = ~ 0.5 _ 3(~~l) 
In order to reduce a three-dimensional problem into a two-dimensional 
one, the "effective width" t of the end-block was assumed to vaxy (Fig. 2) 
according to the following expression 
v -O .. 8rr- l.. 
where 
t = t 0- (t - t ) (1 + 2.5 ~) e a 
u u 0 a ° 
t = width of the end-block 
u 
t = width of the loading plate 
o 
2.4 Analysis by Y. Guyon (8) 
The paper by Guyon is divided fnto two parts.. The first part contains 
solutions for the longitudinal, transverse, and shear stresses in a plate of 
finite width and infinite length. The solutions obtained for the anchorage zone 
stresses are quite similar to those developed by Bleich. The loading system, 
first symmetrical and then anti-symmetrical loads, is the same as that used by 
Bleich. The major difference between the solutions by Bleich and Guyon is that 
Guyon corrects for the shear stresses along the longitudinal boundaries by 
applying equal and opposite tractions along these boundaries. These tractions 
* The expression for (jx according to F. Bleich being 
co 
(j = 2 L A (l-Ctr})e-aTl 
x -l n 
a = n 7T' and n = 1, 3, 5 . · . 
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create ·normal·forces and shears at the upper free surface. These shear forces 
are again correcte·d by the application of :further equal and opposite forces, 
in such a manner as to not create any further extraneous forces.. The procedure 
used in the development of this final correction is quite complicated and Guyon 
applies this·final correction only in the calculation of the transverse stress 
distribution 0 Tables of stresses for various cases o~'loading are given~ the 
transverse stresses being "exact n (the final correction having been applied) 
and the longitudinal and shear stresses being approximate (the final correction 
having not been applied) 0 
The second ~-t of the paper contains a solution for the transverse. 
stresses in the. case of a prism subject to a symmetrical load 0 Theparticular 
case considered is that of a square concentrated load acting on a square 
end-blocke The analysis showed that there is a rapid increase in the concentration 
factor (ratio of the maximum tensile stress for the three=dimensional analysis 
to that for the two-dimensional analysis) as the ratio of the width of the block 
'~an to the width of the loaded area "aP~ increased.. The results are summarized 
below .. 
Ratio a/an 
2 
4 
10 
Concentration Factor 
co 
The analysis also showed that the position at which this maximum 
stress occurred altered :f'rom a depth y =a/2 fc~ a = all to a depth of 
y ~ a/6 as a' approa9hed zero .. 
Thet'Wo~d.imensiona.l stress analysis is based on Lagrange 11 s equation 
with.loa.ding and boundary conditions expressed in essentially the same manner 
as in Bleich's solution.. The three-dimensional analysis is derived in a 
similar manner to the two-dimensional analysis using a double rather than a 
single Fourier series .. 
The expressions for the two-dimensional analysis are derived (in 
the case of longitudinal.loadings) in Appendix Ao2o 
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205 Tests on End-Blocks by Ban, Muguruma? and Ogaki (12) 
Forty-one 'specimens simulating rectangular end-blocks in post-
tensioned beams were tested by Ban, Muguruma, and Ogaki in order to investigate 
the effect of the size of the bearing plate and of the presence of spiral 
reinforcement on cracking and ultimate strength of the end-block. Five serie s 
of tests were carried outo 
The first five specimens were designated as two-dimensional tests. 
The tests were carried out on mortar blocks measuring 4075 by 7 .. 1 by 20.8 in .. 
They were subjected to axial line loads, 2.1 ino wide, applied on opposite 
faces (4.75 by 7.1 in.). Concrete strains were measured in the transverse 
direction at various points along the longitudinal axis of the surface of the 
specimen. The strains computed by Bleich v s solution agreed with the measured 
strains, while the strains computed from Guyon's solution did not agree with 
the measured strains. 
The next thirty-six specimens were designated as three-dimensional 
tests and divided into f'our series I, II, III, and IV. The specimens measured 
4 by 8 by 20 in. and were loaded through 3/4-in. nuts bearing on plates 
embedded in the ends of the specimens 0 These plates were always smaller than 
the cross section of the specimen. Each specimen had a concentric longitudinal 
hole 0.9 in. in diameter. A general detail of' the three-dimensional test 
specimens and the loading arrangement is shown in Fig. 3 .. 
The major variables in the three-dimensional test series were (a) 
Size of' the bearing plate (2 by 2 to 6 by 4 ino), (b) Amount of spiral 
reinforcement, (c) Concrete strength (3200 to 5900 psi) and (d) Thickness 
of the bearing plate (0025 to 0.75 in.). Concrete strairis were measured in 
the case of test series I only (6 specimens~ all unreinforced). 
The test results indicated that the size of the bearing plate had no 
effect on the (longitudinal) cracking or ultimate load. The use of transverse 
(spiral) reinforcement was found to be the most efficacious method of increasing 
both the cracking and ultimate loads. Both the cracking and ultimate loads 
were found to be linearly proportional to the concrete strength and the 
thickness of the bearing plate. The concrete strains measured in test series 
I agreed with those computed using Sievers' approximation for the effective 
width of the end-block as a modification of Bleich's solution. 
2.6 Approximate Analysis by G. Magnel (5) 
Magnel developed approximate expressions for the stresses in the 
end-block of' a post-tensioned prestressed concrete beam from consideration 
-12-
of a two-dimensional prism acted upon by concentrated loads on one side and 
a distributed load on the opposite side. He assumed that a bending .. moment 
and shear stresses existed at any horizontal section. The transverse stress 
diagram due to the moment was assumed as a cubical parabola 0 
cr = A + By + cy2 + Dy3 
x 
The four constants were solved :from the assumed boundary conditions. At the 
end of the transfer zone 
and 
where 
where 
and 
where 
cr = 0 
x 
+ Lt / 2 
J" O'x·b.dy = 0 
+ Lt / 2 
J" O'X- y •bdy = M 
Lt = anchorage zone length. 
b = breadth of the beamo 
The follo~ng expressions for Ox and ~ were obtained 
K = 5 (-1 + 
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To determine the values of cr , it was assumed that the pressure under y 
the anchorages of the cables dispersed at an angle of 450 in the end of the beam 
and that at each vertical plane the ordinary formulas for eccentric compression 
were applicable. 
Magnel conducted a test on the end-block shown in Fig. 4. The 8-in. 
cube compressive strength of the concrete was 5660 psi. The tensile strength 
of the concrete as determined in bending was 775 psi. In the test, the first 
crack appeared at 1012 kips which produced a calculated tensile principal 
stress of 520 psi. The crack occurred at y/2a = 0.2. The end-block failed 
at a load of 1247 kips. 
Magnel also reported an observation on a post-tensioned beam the 
dimensions of which are shown in Fig. 50 While this beam was being prestressed 
with a cable having 24 wires of 5mm diameter, a longitudinal crack was observed 
near the end of the beam. The principal tensile stress calculated according 
to Magnel's method was 465 psi while the tensile strength of the concrete in 
the beam as determined in bending after four weeks was 555 psi. The compressive 
strength of the concrete was 4835 psi (8-ino cube). 
2.7 Two-Dimensional Photoelasticity Investigation by S. P. Christodoulides (10) 
Christodoulides made a comparison of the stresses in an end-block 
determined on the basis of mathematical analysis and photoelasticity investigationo 
A particular end-block subjected to symmetrical loading (Fig. 6) was considered. 
The photoelastic model measured 1.5 by 1.5 by 0.25 in. 
The photoelastic analysis indicated that the maximum shear stresses and 
the absolute maximum principal stresses occurred immediately under and on the 
center line of the "anchorages u • The maximum principal tensile stress occurred 
near the surface of the loaded end between the applied load and the center line 
of the end-block (Fig. 7). Maximum values of the principal tensile stress, the 
principal compressive stress, and the shear stress were 006 J 4.0, and 2.0 times 
the average compressive stress. 
In order to compare the results of the photoelastic method with the 
theoretical solution, the position of the isotropic point (the point where the 
difference between the principal stresses is zero) was determined theoretically 
and compared with that indicated by the photoelastic method 0 The theoretical 
determination of this point was obtained from stresses calculated by superposing 
a number of solutions developed from Airy's FUnction for simple loading 
conditions with the longitudinal boundary conditions ignored. The distance 
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from the loaded surface to the isotropic point was 0.2 in. for the photoelastic 
method as compared to 0.35 in. for the theoretical method. The author ascribed 
the discrepancy to the presence of boundaries at a finite distance in the actual 
model 0 
2.8 Three-Dimen$ional Photoelasticity Investigation and a Test on an End-Block 
by So P. Christodoulides (11) 
Christodoulides investigated the stresses in the end-block of a 
prestressed Gantry beam by a three-dimensional photoelasticity method. He 
verified the stresses by embedding strain gages inside the end of an actual 
beam. 
The three-dimensional photoelastic analysis was carried out by the 
?Sfrozen stress n technique. The model material used was f1Araldi te Bon Models 
were made true to the shape of prototypes and approximately 1/25 full size. 
The prestressing cables were represented by brass ~res and anchorages by 
washers. Contours of the transverse stresses were obtained and compared with 
those given by Guyon and Magnelo 
The stress distribution in the end .... block of the full size beam was 
determined by using internal electric gages within the beam and by using 
electrical and mechanical strain gages on the surface of the beam. Strains 
were measured in two directions on the surface and in four directions at an 
interior point. Strains were measured due to dead load and prestressing. 
According to Christodoulides, the use of photoelastic models to 
represent concrete end-blocks was justified because the results of the three-
dimensional photoelastic method compared favorably with the actual strain 
measurements. The transverse tensile stresses around the anchorages of the 
three-dimensional model were found to be considerably greater than the 
stresses indicated by Guyon's results. The maximum transverse tensile stress 
in the longi tudinaJ. plane was 2.25 time s mean compression. Generally Guyon t s 
results are different in distribution and considerably smaller than, those 
obtained in the three-dimensional model. The maximum transverse stress in the 
third principal plane was 1.25 times the mean compressive stress. 
209 Photoelastic Analysis by K. Do Mahajan (14) 
Photoelastic tests were made to determine the maximum principal 
stresses, the general stress distribution and the anchorage zone length in 
a rectangular end-block of a prestressed concrete beam. 
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The models were made of Araladite resin B. They were loaded 
eccentrically at about 3/4 of the depth of the model by tensioning piano 
wires passing through a duct in the model and attached to its surfaces. 
The prestressing load was designed so as to give a maximum bending stress 
of 200 psi (tension) on the normal section. stresses were determined from 
slices using a "frozenft stress technique .. 
Close agreement was obtained between the measured maximum principal 
compressive stresses .and the value of' these stresses as predicted by Guyon 
and Magnel. No such agreement was obtained for the maximum principal tensile 
stresses. The maximum tensile stress by Guyon's method was 399 psi and 
occurred under the anchorage on the axis of the force. For Magnel's method 
the value was 110 psi at 0.13 times the depth of the beam from the end of 
the beam and on the plane of maximum shear.. The photoelastic value was 165 psi 
and it occurred at 0.,0875 times the depth of the beam from the beam end and on 
the axis of the force. Fig" 8a shows a comparison of the measured principal 
compressive stresses and those computed by Guyon" Fig. 8b is a similar 
comparison for principal tensile stresses. 
Transverse photoelastic slices, showed that stresses in the third 
principal plane were small and occurred only near the anchorages" The length 
of the anchorage zone was found by determining the distance at which the stress 
distribution became normal. This distance was found to be at 0.6 times the 
depth of the beam from the anchorage. 
2.10 Lattice Analogy Solution by G. S. Ramaswamy and H .. Goel (13) 
Ramaswamy and Goel have investigated the stresses in the end-block 
of a post-tensioned beam by Lattice Analogy. 
A two-dimensional plate acted upon by a central concentrated load 
was considered. The problem was solved by treating the end-block as a deep 
beam and using a 64-square lattice 0 To arrive at a preliminary solution, the 
solid block was replaced by a 16-square coarse lattice frame, supported on 
5 rollers (Fig. 9a). Since it was easier to deal ~th a displacement at the 
boundary than with a load, an arbitrary displacement of -100 was applied 
instead of a load and the resulting displacements using the l6-square lattice, 
calculated; then the displacements in the 64-square lattice were worked out .. 
The maximum tensile stress was found to be 0.6 times the average 
compressive stress. It occurred at a point situated at more than half the 
depth o~, the end-block, at a level where other analyses indicate almost no 
transverse stress" Fig. 9b shows the transverse stress distribution obtained. 
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2.11 Lattice Analogy Solution by A. D. Ross (16) 
Ross reports a Lattice Analogy solution for the stresses in the 
end-block of a post-tensioned beSIDo . An end-block 12-in. deep loaded axially 
by an end plate 4-in. deep was consideredo (Figo lOa): 
Longitudinal stresses became effectively uniform,' and the transverse 
and shear stresses became zero at a distance of O.8d from the free endo ,Zero 
and maximum tensile stresses were found at Oo18d and Oo35d from the end, 
respectively, Guyon's figures being Oo17d and Oo38d. Fig6 lOb shows the 
transverse tensile stress distribution along the horizontal axis 0 The magnitudes 
of the tensile stresses were only one half of those predicted by Guyon's theory 0 
They were also much smaller than by Magnel l s approximate method. 
According to Ross, the reason for the discrepancy is not obvious. The 
relaxation approach to this single problem is quite different from the general 
solution of Guyon using a Fourier Serieso Although problems of this kind are 
not generally sensitive to changes in Poissonis ratio, the differences in 
transverse stresses may not be wholly unconnected with the assumed value of 
, Poisson v s Ratio, namely 1/3 0 
20 l2 Three-Dimensional Analysis and Tests by Do J 0 Douglas and N. S.. Trahair (15) 
Douglas and Trahair developed expressions for the stresses in a three-
dimensional end-block by idealizing it as a cylinder having a concentric hole 
and subjected to an axial load. ' The computed strains were compared with those 
measured in tests. One limitation of the theoretical analysis was that the 
boundary conditions for the radial stress on the free inner and outer cylindrical 
surfaces were not satisfiedo Fig. 11 shows a comparison of transverse stress 
distributions for analyses by Magnel, Guyon, Guyon three-dimensional, and 
Douglas and Trahair 0 
Three series of tests on concrete cylinders were carried out. 
The first series consisted of 18 cylinders and was purely exploratory in natureo 
The object of this test series was to determine the effect or the central hole 
and of variations in the diameter of the loaded area. The second series consisted 
of 24 cylinders, the diameter of the loaded area being maintained constant at the 
value used in the original theoretical analysiso 
The third test series consisted of 11 cylinders. Strain measurements 
were made to verify the theoretical stress distribution 0 One-inch or half-inch 
electrical strain gages were attached at varying points both on the inner and 
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outer cylindrical surfaces in order to measure both circumferential tensile and 
longitudinal compressive strains. Gages were also placed on the upper (unloaded 
portion) surface to measure spal1ing strains. 
The comparison of results of the three series showed that the load at 
failure depended on the tensile strength of concrete. The presence of the 
concentric hole caused a reduction in the ultimate load of nine percent. 
Good agreement was observed between measured and predicted circum-
ferential strains on the inner surface of the cylinder (Fig. 12a) 0 Hoop strains 
on the outside of the cylinder did not agree well with theory, tending to be 
about 30 percent higher than predicted. (Fig. 12b) 
The ultimate load of the test specimens varied from 3.6 to 4.6 times 
the predicted load, calculated on the basis that the failure would occur when 
the circumferential stress reached the tensile strength of the concrete as 
measured by horizontal splitting tests on cylinders. This large discrepancy 
between the predicted ultimate loads and test results suggested the inadequacy 
of the theory of failure used. The strains measured on the unloaded portion 
of the upper surface showed no evidence of the high spalling stresses predicted 
by Guyon. 
2.13 Analysis of Anchorage Zone Stresses in Pretensioned Beams by Y. Guyon (9) 
Guyon made a theoretical analysis of the anchorage zone stresses in 
a pretensioned beam. Essentially, his analysis involved the superposition of 
the effect of a series of individual loads acting along the cable. The effects 
of the individual loads were obtained from the solutions for external loads 
acting on the "free end ft of a rectangular plate (8). The distribution of the 
indi vidual loads along the anchorage length of the cable was based on an 
assumed bond stress versus distance from ttfree end ft relationship. 
Naturally, the results of the analysis indicated that the better 
the bond, the closer were the stresses to those in a post-tensioned beam. 
2.14 Strain Measurements in the Anchorage Zone of Pretensioned Beams 
by G. D. Base (27) 
In connection with his field investigations of transfer length Base 
measured longitudinal strains on the surface of the concrete in the anchorage 
zone of several pretensioned prestressed concrete beams. Transverse strains 
were also measured in two of these beams (one rectangular and one inverted 
T-beam). The strain distributions for these latter two beams are reproduced 
in Fig. 13 and 14 respectively. Average strains were determined over an 8-ino 
gage length using a tYDemec 7t gage;o Measurements were taken at intervals of 1 in. 
in the longitudinal direction. 
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FigUre 13a shows the dimensions, arrangement of reinforcement and 
gage lines for the rectangular beamo This beam was prestressed with closely 
grouped O.OB-in. diameter wires. Figure 13b shows the longitudinal strain 
distribution and Fig. l3c shows the transverse strain distribution. The 
numbers shown on the figures are typical values of the actual strains measured 
along the various gage lines for intervals of five inches in the longitudinal 
direction. 
Figure 14a shows the ~ensions, arrangement of reinforcement and 
gage lines for the inverted T-beamo This beam was prestressed with O.2-ino 
diameter wires. The anchorage zone was reinforced with 10 vertical 3/B-ino 
square twisted bars in the end 9 in. Figure l4b shows the build-up in 
transverse strains in the web between gage lines 2 and 30 Figure l4c shows 
the longitudinal strain distributiono Since Baseis principal interest was 
an investigation of anchorage lengt.h he did not make any comments on these 
strain distributions. 
2015 Summary and'Discussion 
Investigations of anchorage zone stresses have been largely confined 
to studies applicable to post-tensioned beams. Little information is available 
on the now common problem of the stresses in pretensioned beams. Both experi-
mental and theoretical approaches to the determination of anchorage zone 
stresses have been made. In general J the basic theoretical analysis has been 
two~dimensional, extrapolated to give the solution in three-dimensionso The 
majority of the experimental work has been made to verify a proposed or existing 
theory 0 The experimental work has been extremely limited. 
In this chapter, the object, scope and principal results of 13 
investigations are summarized. Eleven of these investigations are directly 
applicable to the determination of anchorage zone stresses in post-tensioned 
beams and only two investigations are applicable to pretensioned beams 0 
Eleven of the investigations were theoretical and only two experimentalo 
Seven of the theoretical analyses were basically two-dimensional, one vas 
an extrapolation from a two-dimensional solution, and three were three-
dimensional. 
In the remainder of the section, the investigations are discussed 
under two headings; Part I is devoted to theoretical 'work and Part II to 
e~~rimental work. 
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I. Theoretical Work 
Theoretical investigations of anchorage zone stresses in prestressed 
concrete beams can be best discussed according to the method of approach. These 
approaches have been (a) the theory of elasticity (b) photoelasticity and 
(c) lattice analogy. 
For post-tensioned beams, the theory of elasticity has been used in 
five separate investigations, photoelasticity has been used in three investi-
gations and lattice analogy in two. For pretensioned beams, there has been 
only one theoretical investigation based on the theory of elasticity. 
The results obtained in the various investigations are discussed 
relative to Guyon's two-dimensional analysis since numerical solutions for 
it are readily available. 
(a) Theory of Elasticity Solutions 
For pretensioned beams, the only analysis has been suggested by 
Guyon. In this analysis the post-tensioned solution is extrapolated to give 
the pretensioned solution. The assumptions and limitations of this method 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
For post-tensioned beams, investigations·have been carried out by 
Guyon, Bleich, Sievers, Magnel, and Douglas and Trahairo 
Both Bleich's and Guyon Y s analyses are two-dimensional. Although 
the analyses are quite similar, Guyon has attempted a more refined solution 
than Bleich. The assumptions and limitations of their methods are discussed 
in detail in Chapter 4. The original analyses are summarized in the Appendix" 
Guyon has simplified the use of his solution by publishing it in 
tabular form. However, these values should not be used indiscriminately. 
They represent stresses at specific points only and these points are not 
necessarily the points of maximum stress. Furthermore, the values for the 
transverse tensile stresses close to the loaded surface of the block are 
approximate. In this region, a major part of the transverse stress coefficient 
was obtained by the summation of the first 10 terms of an infinite serieso The 
terms of this series alternate in sign and the convergence is extremely slow. 
For an exact solution, the summation of a much larger number of terms would 
have been necessary. For example, for a point in a similar position in Bleich's 
solution, it was necessary to sum the first 30 terms of a series in order to 
obtain a number significant to three digits!J and the summation of the first 
l~ terms was appreciably different from the final result for 30 terms. 
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Bleich 1 s solution is available in the form of a general expression. 
It can be used as a check on the effect of the further refinements developed 
by Guyon. In the regions in which the stress distributions for the two solutions 
are similar, it can be used to locate more closely the theoretical magnitude and 
position of the maximum stresseSD 
Both Bleichss and Guyonis two-dimensional solutions have been extra-
pola.ted to give solutions in three~dimensions for particular conditions only. 
Guyon developed expressions for the three-dimensional transverse stresses in 
an axially-loaded square block 0 Stress concentrations factors based on these 
stresses are quite high, and if correct inelastic action would occur at an 
early stage of loading 0 Sievers extended Bleich v s analysis to give the solution 
for the three-dimensional problem of a block subject to symmetrical loads. The 
approach used is quite reasonable but its applications are limited. 
Magnel's method gives maximum transverse tensile stresses of 
approximately the same magnitude as those determined by Guyon's analysis .. 
The distribution of these transverse stresses and the magnitude and distribution 
o~ both the longitudinal and shear stresses are completely different from Guyonis 
analysis 0 The distribution of these stresses becomes important when the two-
dimensional solution is transformed to enable the solution of a three-dimensional 
problem 0 The method is approximate since there is no a priori basis for assuming 
the transverse stresses to be distributed in the shape of a cubic parabola or 
the pressure under the anchorages to disperse at an angle of 45°~ 
Douglas and Trahairvs analysis is the only strictly three-dimensional 
solution. The hoop stresses obtained by this analysis are similar to the 
transverse stresses obtained in Guyon~s three-dimensional analysis. The 
applicability of this solution is limited by the assumption of axial symmetry 
and by the fact that the radial stress conditions on the inner and outer 
longitudinal boundaries are not satisfied. 
(0) Photoelastic Solutions 
Methods of photoelasticity were used for the analysis of post-
tensioned beams. Two of these investigations were made by Christodoulides 
and one by Mahajan 0 
The particular advantage of the photoelastic method is that the 
~frozen stress~£ technique can be used to determine stresses in three-dimensions. 
The major disadvantage is that a new photoelastic model must be prepared and 
tested for each new prototypeo 
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Both investigators found that the transverse stresses in the 
longitudinal direction were smaller than those predicted by Guyon and that 
the tensile stresses in the third principal plane were small and occurred 
only on the surface. 
( c) Lattice Analogy Solutions 
The lattice analogy approach has been applied to post-tensioned 
beams in two investigations; one by Ramaswamy and Goel, and one by Ross. 
One difficulty with the lattice analogy approach is that some value 
must be assumed for the Poisson's Ratio of the concrete. This quantity is 
difficult to measure and can vary over a wide range. An alteration in its 
magnitude may have a significant effect on the magnitude of the derived 
stress. 
Since this method is complicated and laborious, only simple cases 
have been attempted. Ramaswamy and Goel determined the stresses for an 
axially applied, concentrated load. Their solution gives maximum values 
at much greater depths than would be predicted by Guyon. Ross determined 
the stresses for an axially applied distributed load. The values of the 
maximum tensile stresses are about half those predicted by Guyon but they 
occur at approximately the same position in both cases. 
II Experimental Work 
Experimental work has been performed by five separate investigators. 
Four of these investigations pertained to post-tensioned beams and one to 
pretensioned beams. In all but one case, attempts were made to measure the 
actual strain distributions. The experimental work has been of such a limited 
nature that no one test series can be compared directly with another test 
series. 
The only investigation for pretensioned beams was carried out by 
Base. He measured strains in the end-blocks of prestressed members made in 
the factory . Unfortunately, the conditions under which the measurements 
were made precluded the full documentation of the variables involved. However, 
the measured strain distributions showed that the build-up of strains is 
similar to the result predicted by applying Guyon's method for the determination 
of these anchorage zone stresses in pretensioned beams. Furthermore, the 
measurements showed that the maximum strains, and therefore the maximum stress, 
occurred very close to the end of the beam, and slightly above the center of 
gravity of the prestressing wires. 
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For post-tensioned beams experimental i.nvestigations have been 
carr:.ed out -by Ban, Magnels Christodoulides5'-and Douglas and Trahair.· 
Ban et al 0 carried out tests on axici.lly loaded rectangular blocks. 
These tests represent the only comprehensive experimental investigation 
that has been undertaken. Cracking and ultimate loads were found to increase 
w~th increase in the amount of spiral reinforcement,9 in the concrete stren~GhJ 
or in the stiffness of the bearing plate. Electrical strain gages were used 
tc measure tensile strains ,on the outside of some of the test specimenso 
These measured strains were comparable with strains computed in accordance 
with Bleich 1 s solution for similar positions along the axis of loadi~go One 
difficulty encountered in assessing the true value of these tensile strains 
wae that the high longitudinal compressi.ve strains in combination with the 
tr~~sverse sensitivity of the gages gave values of comparable magnitude to 
the actual tensile. strain that the gage was measuring 0 
.Magnel reported two tests on full scale post""tensioned end-blocks.o 
OnE: test. was a laboratory test and the other ~Utest re was the failure in the 
field of an end-blocko In both specimens J cracking occurred along the axis 
of leadingo For the laboratory test,9 it init,iated at a point about three 
tenths of the depth of the block away from the loaded surface at a position 
somewhat closer to the end of the beam than predi.cted. Computed. principal 
tens:"le stresses at cracki.ng were comparable for the two tests and were 
abou.t -:;wenty percent lower than the m.easured tensile strength of the concrete 0 
The discrepancies between the observed and predicted positions of cracki,ng 
and t.he stresses at cracking are not unreasonable in view of the approximate 
nature of the analysis 0 
Christodoulides measured concrete strains in the end-block of an 
a.ctual post~·tensioned beam. This end~blcck had been designed in accordance 
wi.th a previous photoelastic investigation 0 Good agreement was obtained 
between the measured and predicted strains 0 The test showed that the phot.o~ 
elastic design procedure was safe but that the method did not give any idea 
of the factor of safety against failureo 
Douglas and Trahair carried out severa.l tests on axially loaded 
cyli.ndrical test specimens. Tensile strains were measured on the inner 
and outer longitudinal surfaces and tensile strains on the loaded surface 
of- the block 0 Reasonable agreement was obta=~ned between the measured and 
computed strains on the longitudinal surfaces. The tensile stresses on 
the loaded surface were not significant. Measured ultimate capacities were 
several t·imes greater than predictedo The speci.mens fi.nally failed in 
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bearing. These results are not in agreement with those reported by Ban. In 
these tests, the tensile strains on the inner longitudinal surface of the 
specimen were much greater than those on the outside of the specimen. The 
failure loads were proportionately much higher than those reported by Ban. 
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3. REVIEW OF STUDIES OF BOND CHARACTERISTICS 
OF PRESTRESSING REINFORCEMENT 
301 General Remarks 
Various studies of the bond characteristics of prestressing 
reinforcement have been made within the past two decadeso Most of these 
studies have been concerned with the length of reinforcement over which a 
certain prestress can be transferred to the concrete; anchorage bond rather 
than tYflexllral bond" has been the issue 0 Although the basic information 
available from tests on ordinary reinforcing bars has been of help in under-
standing bond in prestressed concrete~ this information is not sufficient 0 
First J because prestressing reinforcement has surface characteristics that 
are different from those for ordinary reinforcement. Second, because there 
are certain basic differences between the manner in which bond is developed 
in prestressed and ordinary reinforcemento 
In the anchorage zone of a pretensioned beam, the maximum slip 
and the maximum diameter of the reinforcement occur at the point of zero 
stress (the end) and the minimum slip ( zero) and the minimum diameter of 
the reinforcement occur at the point of maximum stresso In pull-out 
tests J from which most of the information on ordinary reinforcing bars is 
derived, this slip versus stress (or strain) and the reinforcement diameter 
versus slip relationships are reversed. Furthermore, for pretensioned beams 
this increase in diameter with slip~ causes the reinforcement to exert a 
radial pressure on the surrounding concrete a The resultant wedgingaction 
improves the apparent bond strength of the reinforcement. In pUll-out tests, 
this type of wedging action does not occur. Thus, it would have been 
necessary to make independent studies of the rate of stress transfer in 
anchorage zones of pretensioned beams, even if the different surface 
characteristics of the prestressing reinforcement had not required it& 
In the following discussion, the term iianchorage lengthu is used 
to denote the length of reinforcement required to transmit completely the 
prestr.essing force from the reinforcement to the concrete. l"Anchorage lengthr~ 
as used here shoq,ld be distinguished from i1transfer length n which is used to 
denote the length required to reach a linear stress distribution in the 
section. Thus, the transfer length is always greater than the anchorage 
length. 
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One o'f the earliest expressions for the anchorage length was 
derived by Hoyer (19) in 1939 on ·the supposition that bond was entirely due 
to the wedging action resulting from the lateral expansion of the wire. In 
1949 Marshall (20) reported tests on wires of two different diameters. He 
proposed an e'quation for bond based on the experimental observation that the 
rate of change of the steel stress was linearly proportional to the rate of 
change in the bond stress. 
In his book on prestressed concrete published in 1951 Guyon (9) 
reported several test results. He developed an expression for anchorage 
length in terms of the measured end-slip and the initial stress in the steel. 
In 1954 Janney (21) carried out several tests and developed expressions for 
the steel stress in smooth clean wires assuming that bond was frictional 
only. 
Linzell (22) was one of the first to report on the bond charac-
teristics of strand. In 1954, his measurements of the steel strain indicated 
that for'3j8~in. diameter strand the anchorage length was about seven inches 0 * 
In 1955 Lin (23) reported measured values of end-Slip of 0 .. 04 to 0.10 in. for 
3j8-in.'in diameter strarid which he considered to be satisfactory. In 1956 
Ozell (24) reported 12 to 2O-in .. anchorage lengths for 7 j16-in. diameter 
strand and Ruble (25) reported 6-in. anchorage lengths for lj2-in. diameter 
strand. In 1957 Monson (26) reported a 7-in. anchorage l~ngth for 3/8-in .. 
diameter strand. 
At the F.I.P. conference in Berlin in 1958, two papers were presented 
on bond. Ratz (27) reported numerous tests on several different types of 
wires. Frem theseresnlts he derived an expression fer a single function 
that ceuld be used to. characterize the change in steel stress along the 
anchorage length fer any given wire.. Base (17) reported cemparisens between 
field and laboratory measurements. For plain wires he recemmended that the 
average anchorage length be taken as a simple multiple of the diameter of 
the wire. 
. , 
Dinsmere (28) (1958) concluded that measured values of end-slip and 
anchorage length were not censistent and depended to a large degree on manu-
facturing techniques. Evans (29) (1958) summarized his work as of that date, 
* Anchorage length for ordinary prestress level (abeut seventy percent of the 
reinforcement strength at release. 
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on bond in prestressed concrete •. He attributed bond to a combination of 
factors but discounted the effect of adhesion and maintained that all bond 
stresses, no matter how small, were always associated with slip. Evans 
recommended expressions for anchorage lengths based on the measured.end-
slip and the st~~lstra1n before transfer 0 Faulkes (33) (1958) investigated 
the specific effects of concrete strength, time and depth under the rein- . 
for cement 0 
The references reviewed in the following chapter have been confined 
to those investigations for which the results were intended to have a relatively 
wide application or from which a general theoretical expression was derivedo 
The object, scope, and principal results of the various investigations are 
outlined wherever possible. 
3 .. 2 Studies and Tests by G. Marshall (20) 
In order to investigate the anchorage length of prestressing wire, 
Marshall conducted 20 tests on pretensioned concrete prisms, 4 by 4 in. in 
cross section and from 4 to 72 in. long. The cube strength of the concrete 
was 11,500 psi. The test program was divided into two series of 10 specimens. 
Eaehprism i-n- the-f'i-I!-stse;t"-i-es-CQIltained92'Wires of 0.08- inodiame-ter 
prestressed to 224,000 psi. Each prism in the second series contained 12 
wires of 0.2 in. diameter prestressed to 156,809 psi. The surface condition 
of the wires at prestressing was not stated. 
Concrete strains were measured on the surface of the test specimens 
using a travelling microscope. ·For the s~cimens with 0008 in. diameter 
wires, the concrete strain at each end increased rapidly along the specimen 
until a constant strain was reached. For the specimens with 0 .. 2 ino diameter 
wires, this constant strain region was never reached indicating that slip 
may have occurred over the full length of the specimen. 
Marshall assumes that the anchorage length is the length required 
from the free end of the column to reduce the bond stress to zero. In every 
case this length was estimated from the concrete strain measurements. 
Marshall observed that the anchorage .length varied with time., For 
0.08 in .. diameter wires, this length varied from 60 at one day to 90 diameters 
at one year after release. 
Since slip had occurred over the full length of the test specimens 
for 0 .. 2 in. diameter w'ires, ·an extra specimen 10-ft. long was cast 0 Both steel 
and concrete strains were measured. The steel strains were measured with 
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mechanical strain gages using access holes in the concrete to reach the 
reinforcement.. The anchorage length, estimated from concrete strains, was 
between 125 and 150. diameters. For t.his specimen Marshall found that the 
rate of change of steel stress was linearly proportional to the rate of 
change of bond stres~ (estimated from steel recovery strains) along.the 
length of the wire 0 
This latter result formed the basis for Marshall's theoretical 
work. He expressed the bond stress (adhesion and friction) at a distance 
y from the free. end as: 
2a 
- -.. y 
r 
where fb = bond stress at a distance nyu from the free end 
fbi = initial bond stress 
a = constant 
r = radius of the wire 
From the above expression the steel stress at any distance y from the free end 
was expressed as; 
-2a f = f [1 - e - y] s se r 
where f = stress in the steel at a distance "y~ from the end 
s 
f = effective prestress 
se 
For the 0.2 in. diameter wires the constants "an and nfbi~ were evaluated from 
the test data and the following expression for bond stress obtained: 
-0.145y fb = 1.060e 
:3 • :3 Investigation of Anchorage Length by y. Guyon (9) 
In his book tiPrestressed Concrete, Vol. I U Guyon devotes a chapter 
to the problem of anchorage by bond. In the course of this chapter he indicates 
the results of three test series carried out to determine the effect of 
variations in the diameter of the wires on the anchorage lengths of plain 
wires. He also develops theoretical expressions for relationships between 
end~slip and anchorage length. 
In the first test series conducted by Guyon end-slips were measured 
in numerous precast prestressed concrete beams. Plain Oo2-in. diameter wires 
were used at a prestress of 141 ksi. The concrete cube strength varied 
I' 
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between 5600 and 7000 psi. End-slips averaged between 0.04 and 0.08 in .. 
with an upper bound of 0.14 in" 
The second test series conducted by Guyon involved measurements 
of end-slips in 45 prestressed beams. Wires of Ool-in. diameter were used 
at a prestress of 168 ksio The concrete cube strength varied between 4,500 
and 7,800 psi. The mean value of the end-slips was 0.17 in .. with a standard 
deviation of 0.06 in" and a range of 0.08 to 0,,35 in. The corresponding 
calculated anchorage lengths varied between 26 and 66 in.. The concrete 
strength did not seem to have a consistent. effect on the observed end-slips. 
The third test series conducted by the British Railways involved 
careful measurements of end-slips in seven prestressed concrete railroad 
ties. Plain Oo2-in. diameter wires were used at a prestress of 141 ksi. 
The concrete cube strength was 6,000 psi. Measured end-slips varied between 
00024 and 0.063 in. corresponding to calculated anchorage lengths of 7 to 
19 in" 
From these results and those reported by Evans (29) and' Marshall 
(20), Guyon concludes that the question of the relative merits of small or 
large diameter plain wires is meaningless. A slight variation in one of the 
properties of the concrete can vary the anchorage length between wide limits. 
If the anchorage length has to be reduced, some type of wire other than plain 
wire must be used. 
Guyon developed theoretically an expression for the transfer length 
in a pretensioned beam in terms of the measured end-slip g 
o 
2E 3E 
s go < T L • < S go 
f. -,; f. 
s~ s~ 
From these expressions he concluded that the total anchorage length was about 
500 to 600 time the measured end-slip, for 'steel stresses of the order of 
145 ksi. 
3.4 Tests on Anchorage.Bond in Pretensioned.Prestressed Beams by Jo R. Janney (21) 
The object of this investigation was to determine the influence of the 
following variables on the anchorage bond in pretensio~ed concrete beams: 
(1) Wire diameter, (2) surface conditions of the wire, (3) concrete strength. 
Tests were carried out on an unspecified number of prestressed 
concrete prisms 2 by 2 in. in cross section and 72 or 96 in" long. Each prism 
contained a single pretensioned wire or strand at the longitudinal axis. The 
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wire diameters and surface conditions used were: 0.100, 0.197, 00276 in. 
diameter wires and 5/16 in. diameter strand,both clean and lubricated; 
0.162 in. diameter wire, clean, lubricated and rusted. The concrete strength 
used was about 4500 psi 0 An additional specimen containing a 0.162 in. 
diameter clean wire and having a concrete strength of 6500 psi was tested. 
The reinforcement was prestressed to 120,000psio Each wire was fitted with 
two SR.;..4 electric strain gages and each strand with four SR-4 gages 0 The 
distribution of prestress was determined"from strain measurements recorded 
on 26 SR-4 electrical strain gages attached to the concrete surfaceo 
For smooth clean wires, Janney discounted th~ contributions of 
both mechanical resistance and adhesion and developed the following approxi-
mate expression for steel stresses based on friction bond only" 
f - f 
log se s fse 
2(p Ils Y 
= - r[l+(l+1l ) Es] 
c E 
c 
where " = coefficient of friction between steel and concrete 
Il = Poisson's ratio of wire 
s 
Il = Poisson's ratio of concrete 
c 
The general shape of the theoretical curves obtained from this equation was 
similar to the measured stress distributions. 
From his tests, Janney found that the anchorage length increased 
slightly as the diameter of the wire increased. Rusted wire developed the 
prestres$ at a faster rate and in somewhat less distance than clean wire 0 
The latter wire was in turn much better than lubricated wire. Typical stress 
transfer distributions obtained for different wire diameters and surface 
conditions ~e shown in Figo 150 An increase in the concrete strength 
improved the bond only if this increase was accompanied by an improvement 
in concrete quality. 
3.5 Tests byE. H. Ratz (27) 
The object of this study was to determine experimentally the 
character of the relative moveme-nts of the concrete and steel in the anchorage 
zone of pretensioned beams on release of the prestress. In particular, the 
effects of concrete strength and surface conditions for 18 different types of 
wire commonly used in the USSR were investigated 0 
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Two hundred rectangular specimens were made, yarying in widths 
from 1. 57 to 3. 2 in. and in length from 52 to 280 in. The concrete cube 
strength was varied from :2 900 to 7:. 100 psi. The prestress was applied 
uniformly using from 1 to 15 wires stressed f'rom 14,000 to 170,000 psi .. 
Both plain and indented wires and two and seven wire strands were usedo 
In all specimens end-Slips were measured for transfer increments of 7 to 
8 percent of' the full prestress using a microscope attached to the concrete 
at 0.4 - 0.8 in. from the end. In some specimens displacements at several 
points within the anchorage zone were measured using microscopes attached 
to the concrete at these points. 
Ratz found that the end-slip g expressed as a function of the 
o 
change in steel stress of' the projecting wire, was a reproducible characteristic 
for a given concrete strength and type of wire such that 
where 6f = change in steel stress at the end 
o l+E 
s 
--p 
E 
c 
P = reinforcement ratio 
A and K are empirical factors dependent only on the concrete strength 
for any given wire and 0 is the change in steel stress at which end-Slip first 
becomes measurable. 
Ratz extended this equation to cover the full length of the 
anchorage zone on the assumptions that plane sections remained plane and that 
relative movements did not depend on the distance from the free end" He 
change in steel stress along the length of the anchorage zone for any given 
wire. He also derived an expression for the tangential stress variation. 
The experiments showed that the bond was strongly dependent on the 
strength of the concrete. For the indented wire, bond depended mainly on the 
depth of the indentations although it did tend to approach a limiting value 
as the depth of the indentations increased. Alterations in the pitch of 
indentations or placement of wires in pairs had little effect 0 For low 
concrete strengths the strand consisting of seven 0.063-in. diameter wires 
had a bond strength comparable to that of 0.12 and 0.16-in. diameter idented 
wires = For hi&her concrete stre~gthsj the strand had lower bond strength than 
the indented wire. 
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Long-time observations showed that contrary to the results for 
plain wires the increase in length of the anchorage zone was small for 
indented wires; averaging only 8 to 10 percent. 
3.6 Tests by G. D. Base (17) 
The object of this investigation was to determine the variations 
in anchorage lengths that occur in practice-and to compare these results with 
laboratory investigations. These laboratory investigations also included 
the effects of time, method of release, position of the wires, etc. 
Field measurements were made of concrete strains in the anchorage 
zones of 150 units cast in five different factories. Strains were measured 
on several gage lengths over the depth of the beam using an 8 in. VtDemec ft 
gage. A wide variety of cross sections and wire types were encountered. 
The size of the units varied from small lintels to 12 by 4O-in. beams and 
45 by l3-in 0 slabs. The prestress at transfer varied from 800 to 2,500 psi 0 
Wires used included 0.08, 0.2 and 0.276-in. diameter plain wires and 0.2-in. 
diameter indented and crimped wires. 
For any particular factory there did not appear to be any significant 
difference in the average results or in the scatter. It was found that the 
anchorage lengths for various sizes of plain wires could be expressed as 
multiples of the wire diameter. The average anchorage length was 95 to 100 
diameters and the range, with a few exceptions 60 to 160 diameters. No 
significant difference in anchorage lengths were found for indented and 
plain wires 0 Wires with large ucrimpsu were approximately 50 vercent better 
than plain wires. The field measurements indicated that although concrete 
strength was an important factor in the rapid build-up of strain, the 
compaction of the concrete at the ends of the actual units seemed to be of 
even greater importance. 
In the laboratory tests plain, indented and crimped wires were used 
similar to those used in the field tests. The range of wires was extended to 
include 5/8-in. diameter Macalloy bars and 5/16 and 3/4-in. diameter strand. 
The laboratory results were more consistent and gave shorter average anchorage 
lengths than the field tests. A comparison of the measured anchorage lengths 
under laboratory and factory conditions is made in the following table. 
Diao of' 
Wire 
1 0008 in. plain 
2 0.,2 ino plain 
indented 
3 00276 in .. 
and 
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Anchorage Lel:1.gth 
Factory Condition 
, 6 to 13 ino 
30% were: more than 20 in4 
6 to 32 in .. 
12 to 45 in. 
Laboratory Condition 
All under 20 in .. 
70% under 12 in" 
7 to 18 in" 
12 to 23 ino 
Anchorage lengths for the 3/4-ino strand varied between 12 and 17 ino 
and for the 5/16-ino strand between 9 and 19 ino It was also found that wires 
near the top of' a specimen sometimes had greater anchorage lengths than wires 
near the bottomo No significant increase in anchorage lengths with time were 
found 0 Flame cutting of the wires increased anchorage lengths considerably 0 
Early results from repeated loading tests showed no indication of increase in 
anchorage lengths., 
307 Tests by Go Ao Dinsmore (28) 
The object of this investigation was to explore the problem of 
anchorage bond failures and in particular to determine experimentally the 
anchorage length and distribltion of anchorage bond stress for 7/16-irio diameter 
strand" 
The bond stresses in a prism centrally prestressed by a single plain 
wire (Fig .. 16) were considered first. The anchorage length was hypothesized to 
consist of a friction zone AC and an elastic zone CF. In the friction zone the 
adhesion between the concrete and the steel is destroyed and relative movements 
occur 0 The bond transfer in this zone is dependent on the coefficient of friction 
between concrete and steei and the radial pressure at their 'interface 0 In the 
elastic zone adhesive bond is retained and the displacement of the concrete and 
the steel at their interface is the same 0 At the end of the elastic zone 
(plane F-F) there are no relative concrete displacements over the depth of the 
cross section since'the Udishing effect U at 'the level of the wire no longer existso 
For strand the ~~chorage length is decreased owing to the added effect 
of mechanical resistanceo In contrast to smooth wires i strand must rotate or 
screw in along predetermined grooves in the concrete 0 Release also causes a 
radial expansion and a decrease in pitch of the strand 0 Mechanical resistance 
is thus developed along the ridges in the concreteo The added effect of this 
mechanical resistance makes the anchorage length for strand more susceptible 
to creep in the concrete than for smooth wireso 
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In the, experimental investigation 42 pull-out tests were carried out 
to determine (1) the slip-limit envelope and (2) the bond stress distribution 0 
Clean 7/l6-in. diameter strand and 6000-psi concrete were usedo For seven 
of the specimens, the strand failed in the' grips. The remaining specimens 
had 4 by 4-in. cross sections and bonded lengths varying from 1 to 12 ft.. An 
unbonded length of between O. 5 and 1 .. 5 ft.. was provided near the bearing end 
to reduce stress concentrations at this surface during the pull-out testo All 
specimens had a single, centrally located" prestressing wire 0 
Dial gages were used to measure the end-slips on release. The bond 
distribution was analyzed from measurements of the concrete strain on the surface 
of the specimen at the level of the strand.. Either SR-4 electrical gages or 
Huggenberger extensometers on an 8-in. gage length were usedo Strand rotation 
was measured by protractors attached to the strand. 
Measured values of end-slip were not consistent 0 No practical slip-
limit envelope could be found from the pUll-out testso Concrete strength did 
not appear to be a major variable effecting bond strengtho The degree of 
vibration and the resultant compaction of· the concrete seemed to be more 
important variableso The manner of' release (either sudden or gradual) did not 
appear to affect the bond strength 0 
For the maximum period investigated, namely 130 hours, the anchorage 
length was independent of time.. The bond strength of the strand as measured 
in these pull-out tests did not appear to be significantly' affected by the 
initial prestress. 
3.8, Studies and Tests by R. Ho Evans (29) 
The object of this paper was to resolve such questions on bond in 
pretensioned members as (1) the effectiveness of the wedge or Poissonvs ratio 
action at the ends of pretensioned wires, (2) the effect of surface conditions J 
(3) the use of strand, (4) time effects, (5) the mechanism of bondo The paper 
serves effectively as a summary of Evans u previous publications on bond in 
prestressed concrete. 
Evans (30) estimated the possible wedge action in two ways (1) by 
calculating the normal pressure between the steel and concrete, and, knowing 
the rate of change of steel stress in the wires from laboratory observations 
and the coefficient of friction~ determining the total bond stress (2) by using 
the standard thick-cylinder theory formulas considering the equilibrium of the 
mating surfaces of the steel and concrete and assuming values for Poissonos 
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ratio and the coefficient of frictiono . The. former method gave a maximum bond 
stress at the end of 840 psi at a radial pressure of 5,600 psi, while the 
latter method gave a bond .stress of 980 psi at a pressure of 6,900 psi'o For 
comparison, tests on plain untensioned wires gave maximum bonds stresses of 
650-750 psi and tests on mild steel bars (31) gave stresses of 550-750 psio 
At the most the wedge action amounts to 200-300 psi and only very small radial 
strains would be necessary to reduce even this contribution significantlyo 
Evans (32) investigated the effect of surface conditions of the 
wire on bond by embedding marks with high X-Ray absorption coefficients in 
the prestressing wires before casting the specimen 0 Radiographs taken before 
and after release enabled the strain to be determined 0 Several test series 
were carried outo 
In the first series four samples of wire weretes.ted with grease 
films ranging in thickness from 008 x 10-6 up to 49 x 10-6 in~ The calculated 
bond stresses ranged from 850 to 1~630 psio 
In the second series,9 specimens including wires of four different 
diameters J namely 0008, Ool04~ 002, and 00276 ino and different surface 
conditions wer~ testedo The initial prestress ranged from 143 to l82 ksio 
The cube strength of the concrete varied between 6000 and 9000 psi 0 
Anchorage lengths varied between 308 and 47 ino The variations in the 
observed anchorage lengths were greatest with the rusted wireso It appeared 
there was little difference between the anchorage lengths of plain, crimped 
or indented wires, when these wires were rustedo 
In the third series, specimens prestressed with 5/l6~ino diameter 
strand tensioned to 7:;000 Ibo were testedo ·The strand consisted· of 49 wires, 
each of 000:;6 ino diameter 0 The concrete cube strength was ll,OOO psio The 
initial anchorage length was 506 inc and this increased after one week to 5~8 
In relation to the question of the effect of time on anchorage 
length and upull-in, Vf Evans stated that the effect of creep could be sub-
stantially reduced if rusty wires were used in lieu of bright wires 0 Evans 
suggested the following formulas for relation between end-slip and anchorage 
length 0 
Bright wires L 
t 
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Rusted wires 
strand 
where € • = steel strain before transfer. 
s~ 
With regard to the nature of bond, Evans maintained that the X-Ray 
method showed that all bond stresses, no matter how small, were always 
associated with slip~ A slip of the order of 0.001 in. must occur before 
the maximum bond stress of 1,500 psi is developed for 0.08 in-diameter wires. 
After a slip of 0.004 in. however the bond stress decreases rapidly. 
Evans attributed bond to a combination of factors including mechanical 
interlock of the concrete with surface indentations, normal friction between 
the concrete and steel, manufactured indentations, and wedge actione 
309 Tests by K. A. Faulkes (33) 
The object of this investigation was to determine the effects on 
the anchorage length of the following variables: (a) The concrete strength 
at transfer, (b) the time after transfer, and (c) the depth of concrete beneath 
the wire. 
Fourteen specimens 4 by 3 in. in cross section and 10 ft long were 
casto The reinforcement consisted of five Oo2-ino diameter wires distributed 
uniformly over the cross section. 
The initial prestress was 152 ksi. 
Wires were cleaned of all grease and rust. 
Eight specimens were prestressed using 
smooth wires and six using indented wireso Prestress was released slowly. 
End-slips were measured and the anchorage lengths determined 'by measuring 
concrete strains on,the top surface of the beam using a direct-reading dial 
gage instrument. Strains were read at two hours after transfer (the time 
necessary for the readings to stabilize) and at various intervals up to 
several months. 
The test results for these specimens showed that there was no 
significant decrease in the anchorage length as the concrete strength increased 
from ?100 through to ,5800 psi. The measured lengths varied between 18 and 
21 in. for indented wires. Over a period of several months, the anchorage 
lengths increased only about 6 ino for smooth wires and about 2 in. for 
indented wires. Most of this increase took place in the first two days after 
transfer 0 For smooth wires the ratio of the anchorage length to end-slip 
was about 310. For indented wires this ratio decreased as the concrete 
strength increasedo 
The effect of a variation in the height of the wire in the beam 
was investigated in three different ways~ (a) the end-slips were measured 
for the different wire heights (1 ino to 3 ino) used in the above series, 
(b) End-slips were measured for full scale specimens in which the wire height 
varied from 1 to 25 ino, and (c) the ultimate capacity was determined for 
110 pullout specimens in which the wire height was varied from 1 to 9 ino 
In the latte~case3 00 276-ino diameter unstressed wires~ both plain and 
indented~ were usedo The width of the specimens was 4 1/4 ino~ the 
embedment length was 10 in, and the over-all depth of the specimens was 
varied from 4 to 10 ino The concrete strength was 5840 psio 
End-slips increased in proportion to the height of the wire 
above the bottom of the beamo The pull-out tests gave bond strengths 
for smooth wires that varied simply with the height of the wireso This 
strength varied from 175 psi for a 1 ino height through a 25 psi for a 9-ino 
height 0 The bond strengths for indented wires depended on the ratio hid 
of the height of the wires to the total depth of the specimen 0 The strength 
varied from 850 psi for hid = 001 to 490 psi for hid = 0090 
Additional pull-out tests were carried out in which the embedment 
length for indented wires was varied from 3 ino up to a len~h sufficient 
to develop the full tensile strength of the wire. The average maximum bond 
stress was found to be independent of the length of embedmento 
3010 Summary and Discussion 
Insofar as this investigation of anchorage zone stresses is 
concerned, the work on bond characteristics of prestressing reinforcement 
can be summarized in relation to how well the rate of stress transfer for 
given conditions can be predicte"do It is evident from the foregoing that 
this cannot be done with any degree of precisiono However, it "is interesting 
. to note the range of values for anchorage lengths that could be derived for a 
particular case from the results of some of the experimental studieso Suppose 
end-slips of 0002 to 0.06 ino with an average of 00033 ino were measured for 
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0.2-in. diameter rusted high strength single wire reinforcement prestressed to 
* 135,000 psi. The following table lists the Upredicted" anchorage lengths in 
inches: 
Marshall 
Guyon 
Janney 
Base 
Evans 
Faulkes 
Average 
25-30 
14-21 
24 
7-18 
13 
10 
Lower Limit 
9-13·5 
8 
7 
Upper Limit 
26-39 
23 
20 
The maximum and minimum values for the average anchorage length are 30 and 7 in. 
respectively. This is too large a range in opinion. or even in interpretation 
of opinion to be of great help in studying stresses in anchorage zones. 
The picture appears to be worse for strand. The following table lists 
the reported anchorages lengths for various sizes of strand. Wherever only the 
end-slip was reported, the anchorage length was computed on the basis of Evans n 
expression. The prestress level, where available is listed for each case. 
Strand Diameter 
in. 
Base 5/16 
Janney 5/16 
Evans 5/16 
Momon 3/8 
Lin 3/8 
Linzell 3/8 
Dinsmore 7/16 
Ozell 7/16 
Ruble 1/2 
Base 3/4 
Initial Prestress 
ksi ~ltimate 
190 
120 
1~0 70 
170 70 
175 70 
160 60 
190 
End-Slip 
in. 
0.04-0.10 
0.02-0.05 
Anchorage Length 
ino 
9-19 
20 
6 
-7 
18-48 
7 
9-24 
12-20 
6 
12",17 
It appears disturbing that while the anchorage length was measured to be 6 in. 
for 1/2-in. diameter strand, it would be 20 in. for 5/16-in. diameter strand. 
* These values are typical for measurements made on beams having such wires 
in the course of the project "Investigation of Prestressed Reinforced 
Concrete for Highway Bridges" .. 
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Obviously, methods of measurement, definition 'of the' anchorage length, and 
other critical variables such as the concrete strength and the surface conditions 
of the reinforcement play an important part in determining the anchorage length 0 
These results ~oint to the fact that an experimental investigation of 
anchorage zone stresses in pretensioned beams would be 'incomplete without a 
series of "control tests" to determine the bond characteristics of the particular 
reinforcement used under the particular conditions of the tests on the beams! 
anchorage zones 0 
The interpretations of the experimental results described in the 
preceding sections were not always in agreemento The conclusions concerning 
some of the effects studied by more than one investigator are compared belowo 
Before this is done, however, it is pertinent ,to summarize the methods of 
measurement used by each investigatoro ,The anchorage length was determined 
by measurements of steel strain.9 concrete, strain" and end-slip as follows: 
(a) The anchorage length was based on concrete strains measured on 
the surface of the specimen by Bases DinSmore, Faulkes and Janney~ 
(b) The anchorage length was based on steel strains measUred with 
a mechanical strain gage by Marshall and with a traveling mi'croscope: by Marshall 
and Ratzo 
(c) The anchorage length was based on slip of 'the reinforcement 
determined with the use of x":'ray equipment by Evanso 
(d) Guyon based his estimate of the anchorage length on measurements 
of end-slipo 
Surface Conditions of Reinforcemento The effect of the surface 
conditions of high strength single wire reinforcement was studied by BaseJ 
Evans:; Faulkes J Janney J and Ratz 0 The surface condition varied from lubricated 
to rusted. Indented, crimped, and smooth wires were testedo All investigators 
agreed that rusted wires had better bond characteristics than lubricated or 
unrusted wireso However, opinions as to the relative merits of smooth and 
deformed wires varied considerably. Faulkes and Ratz found that indented wires 
had higher bond strength than smooth wireso Base found no difference between 
the bond strength of indented and smooth wires but rePorted that crimped wire 
had superior bond characteristicso On the other hand~ Evans reported all three 
types of wire had comparable bond characteristics provided all wires were well 
rusted. As would be expected, tests on st~an4. indicated greater bond strength 
than those on wireo 
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Concrete strength. The effect of concrete strength was studied by 
Base, Dinsmore, Faulkes, Janney and Ratz. The concrete strength was varied 
from 2000 to 7000 psi. The consensus was that an increase in concrete strength 
improved the bond only if it was accompanied by better mixing and casting methodso 
Ratz was the only investigator to report that bond strength was directly 
dependent on concrete strength. 
Size of Wire. The effect of the size of wire was studied by Base, 
Evans, Guyon, Janney and Marshall. The wires tested had diameters ranging from 
0.08 to 0.276 in. Marshall and Base concluded that the anchorage length was 
almost linearly proportional to the diameter. Janney and Evans reported only 
a slight increase in anchorage length with wire diameter. Guyon stated that 
the effect of the diameter on bond was too small to be distinguishable from 
test data. 
Manner of Release. The effect of the manner of release (gradual 
or sudden) was investigated by Base and Dinsmore. In contrast to Baseus 
observation that the anchorage length was affected critically by the manner 
of release, Dinsmore reported very little effect. 
Depth of Concrete Under Reinforcemento Both Base and Faulkes 
reported decrease in bond strength with increase in depth of concrete under 
the reinforcement (effect of settlement), this effect being very critical 
for smooth wires. 
Time-Dependent Effects. An increase in anchorage length with time 
of as m~ch as 50 percent was reported by Marshall for smooth wireo For strand, 
this effect seemed to be quite small. 
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40 ANALYSIS 
401 Introduction 
The object of this analysis is to determine the changes in the 
relative magnitudes of the anchorage zone stresses that will result from 
alterations in the point of application of the load and the anchorage length 
of the prestressing reinforcemento The results obtained from this analysis 
are used as a guide for the determination of the variables to be investigated 
in the pr.oposed test series outlined in Chapter 50 
Although several methods of analysis have been outlined in Chapter 
2, only two of these methods can be considered to be suitable for the more 
detailed analysis and comparisons undertaken in this chapter 0 The two 
methods that have been chosen are the methods of Bleich (2) and Guyon (8) 0 
These methods are essentially similaro GuyonU s solution is a refinement 
of Bleichns original solution 0 In GuyonUs solution however~ the analysis 
becomes so involved that stresses are obtained for specific points only, and 
these points are not necessarily the points of maximum stresso On the other 
handJ Bleichis solution3 although not as refined as GuyonU s solution, can be 
expected to yield essentially the same, results 0 The simpler nature of the 
solution does 3 however, allow more exact determination of the points of 
maximum stress 0 By a comparison of the two methods J a fairly accurate and 
complete over-all picture can be obtained 0 It must be emphasized that these 
stresses are based on an elastic analysiso 
This chapter is set forth in the following mannero The basic 
assumptions used in the analysis are outlined firsto Solutions are given 
for the stresses in a block resulting from (1) a single eccentric concentrated 
line load applied at the upper surface of the blo~k and (2) a single eccentric 
line load distributed over some finite depth of the blocko Case (1) is 
hypothesized to correspond to the stresses that would occur in the anchorage 
zone of a post-tensioned prestressed concrete beamo Case (2) is hypothesized 
to correspond to the anchorage zone stresses in a pretensioned prestressed 
concrete beamo 
These analyses are two-dimensional only 0 The solutions ignore 
both the effects of stresses in the third principal plane and the effect of 
alterations in the shape of the cross sectiono Such problems are of importance 
but the difficulties involved in obtaining quantitative solutions have 
necessitated that these effects be discussed in qualitative terms only, at the 
end of the chapter 0 
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402 Basic Assumptions 
For the purposes of this analysis,the anchorage zone of the 
prestressed beam has been assumed to consist of a homogeneous, isotropic J 
elastic material. The assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy are probably 
more unrealistic in the end zone than in any other region of the concrete 
beam. Concrete placed in these regions$ usually shows greater segregation 
of the aggregates, greater leaching of the cement paste, and the inclusion 
of a higher percentage of voidso 
The assumption of a linear stress-strain relationship for concrete 
either in tension or compression is only approximately correct even at low 
stresses. However, in the actual anchorage zone, there are several points 
of high stress concentration both in tension and compression, which are 
associated with relatively high stress gradients 0 It appears reasonable 
that some inelastic response would exist well in advance of failureo 
(a) Post-Tensioned Prestressed Concrete Beams 
It is assumed that the anchorage zone stresses in a post-tensioned 
prestressed concrete can be obtained :from a two-dimensional solution of the 
stress distribution due to the application of a single concentrated line load 
on the upper surface of a block of elastic material of finite dimensionso 
This hypothesis ignores the following facts~ (a) The stress 
distribution must be affected by alterations in the shape of the cross section 
(b) an applied lo~d cannot be concentrated at a single point, but must be 
distributed over some finite width (c) there must be a hole underneath the 
load point for the passage of the prestressing cable (d) an actual anchorage 
zone may be, subject to some additional external force 3 caused by reactions 
due to dead load, applied loads or prestressing, which would act at right 
angles to the prestress forceo 
If the shape of the cross section is to be considered, a three-
dimensional rather than a two-dimensional analysis is necessary 0 For 
rectangular end-blocks subject to line loads, it is reasonable to assume 
that the presence of the free boundaries in the third principal plane 
(direction of the line load) will not affect materially the stress pattern 
in the center of the beam. 
j 
, 
~ , 
1 
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The high st~ess concentrations under the anchorages of the cables of 
post-tensioned beams necessitates the use of bearing plates in order that the 
bearing capacity of the concrete p at this pointJ is not exceededo The pre-
stressing force must thus be distributed over some finite. widtho Unless the 
bearing plate is infinitely stiff~ the distribution of pre.ssure beneath it 
cannot, be uniform and is more likely to be· parabolic in nature 0 
Goodier (34) has carried out a theoretical analy~is of this problem 
by a consideration of a block of elastic material of depth ub" to width nan 
with a b/a !atio of ~, subject to an axially symmetrical distributed compressive 
line force of width ao From a two-dimensional analysis he found that the average 
tensile stress per unit width was : and the maximum tensile stress when a = 0 
Pal ~ 
was 1082 rrbo For a = lO} the maximum tensile stress decreased to 1062 for, a 
uniform distribution of load and to 1070 for a parabolic distribution of loado 
a 1 For a = 5 the maximum tensile stress decreased to 1024 for a uniform distribution 
and to 1042 for a parabolic distribution 0 This conclusion is in accordance with 
the results obtained by Ban, Muguruma and Og8.ki (12) who found that' the cracking 
~nd ultimate loads for their specimens increased as the load bearing area w~s 
increasedo The foregoing results clearly show the conservative nature of this 
second assumption in the hypothesis that the prestress force can be represented 
by a load concentrated at a pointo 
The third assumption that the effect of the hole underneath the load 
point can be ignored~ mayor may not be importanto The rigid elastic solution 
for a circular plate with or without a hole gives that the maximum transverse 
stresses in the former case are always at least twice the stresses in the 
latter caseo On the other hand~ Douglas and Trahair found that the presence of 
the hole caused a reduction in strength of only nine percent 0 In an actual 
prestressed beam the duct is nearly always grouted and its effect could be 
reduced correspon~nglyo 
Reactive'forces due to dead load~ applied live loads or prestressing 
would in general cause stresses in the opposite sense to those caused by the 
normal eccentric loado The neglection of the effect of these forces will 
generally give an added factor of safety to the solution 0 
(b) Pretensioned Prestressed Concrete Beams 
It is assumed that the anchorage zone stresses in a pretensioned 
prestressed concrete beam, can be obtained by the superposition of stresses 
~aused by a series of individual loads 0 A relationship is assumed for the 
stress transfer between the concrete and the steel. The- distance over which 
the transfer is assumed to be complete is divided into a finite number of 
equal increments and the total force transferred over each increment calculate do 
In the analysis, this force is assumed to act at the mid-depth of the increment 
and it is hypothesized that the stress at any point in the anchorage zone can 
be obtained by the addition of the stresses caused by the incremental forces 
at this point. The stress at any point due to an incremental force is taken to 
be the same as that which would be obtained at that point if this incremental 
force were acting at a free boundary at the level within the block at which it 
is applied. 
Such a solution assumes that the distribution of bond stress in 
the anchorage zone is completely knoWllo The solution ignores (a) the effect 
of the material behind the assumed point of application of each incremental 
force and (b) the possibility of relative movements of the cables affecting 
the stress distribution 0 
The exact distribution of the bond stress in the anchorage zone is 
difficult to determine. It will depend on the type and condi tion of the 
reinforcement, the properties and strength of the concrete, the method of release 
of the prestress, and the proximity of other prestressing cables. Previous 
investigations have shown that the stress transfer from the steel to the concrete 
can be fairly well approximated by a parabola of the algebraic form y = Ax + Bx2 0 
The'evaluation of the constants A and B is presented in Section 4.4. 
The assumption that the material behind the point of application of 
each incremental force does not affect the resultant stress distribution is 
probably quite reasonable. Since the total force on any section within the 
body must be in equilibrium, the assumed free surface must be acted upon by 
a small longitudinal tension. The intensity of the longitudinal tensile stress 
will be greatest away from the point of application of the load, and their effect 
on this critical region will be small. Furthermore J since the largest incre-
mental force is assumed to occur in the interval which is the closest to the 
actual free surface, the effect of the material behind each other assumed free 
surface will be correspondingly smaller, and the net effect of this material 
on the over-all stress distribution will be small 0 
403 Solution for a Single Concentrated Load 
Solutions are given in Figso 18-25 for the transverse, shear, 
longitUdinal, and maximum principal stress distributions in the end-block of 
a prestressed concrete beam subjected to a single concentrated eccentric loado 
Two di.fferent values of eccentricity are usedo In. Figs 0 18-21 the stresses 
. are evaluated for an eccentricity equal to a quarter of the depth of the beam 
and in Figso 22-25 the stresses are evaluated for an eccentricity equal to 
three eights of the depth of the beamo Solutions are given for both Bleichus 
and GuyonVs methodso 
The end-block is assumed to have a depth of 2a and to be subjected 
to a concentrated load P applied at a distance u from the axis of symmetry 0 
The coordinate system chosen is shown in Figo 170 Grid reference lines A 
through G are located at increments of y = ~ along the longitudinal axiso 
Any exact solution of the stresses must satisfy the following 
boundary conditionso 
Condition I at, y :;:: 0; x = ""a to x=u cr = 0 y 
x :;:: u to x= a cry = 0 
Condition II at y = 0 x = ""a to x :;:: +a 't = 0 
Condition III at x = ""a or x= +a y = 0 to Y :;:: Lt cr = 0 x 
Condition TV at x= -a, or x = +a y = 0 to y = Lt l' = 0 
a 
Condition V at y = Lt ; J C1 ax = p y 
-a a 
Condition VI at y = Lt ; J Cf x dx= Pouo Y 
-a 
In interpreting the significance of the ·stress distributions shown 
in Figso 18-253 it should be remembered that the original stress functions for 
both Bleichus and GuyonVs solutions satisfy conditions 12 113 and Vo Guyon Us 
expressions for the loading functions also satisfy condition VI whereas Bleichus 
do noto As a result the longitudinal stresses (as shown in Figo 20a and 24a) 
according to Bleich~s solution9 do not approach the distribution for pure 
bending as they do in Guyon Z s soluti.on (Fig 2Gb and 24b) but approach the 
condition of a. uniform compression over the whole of the sectiono Furtherm.ore~ 
although both Bleich and Guyon consider it necessary to correct for condition 
III J only Guyon co~rects for condition IV 0 Thus.~ a.lthough the transverse 
stresses for both Bleich U s and Guyon 1) s solutions vanish on the longitudinal 
boundaries (Figo 18 and 22) the shear stresses on these boundaries· are zero 
only in the case of GuyonUs solution (Figso 19 and 23)0 Since these corrective 
distributions do not necessarily satisfy the conditions of equilibr~um and 
compatibilitYJ their use may only introduce additional errorso Therefore.? it 
is appropriate to reproduce both Bleich.ns and Guyon Vs solutions 0 The dis-
crepancies arising from the effect of these corrective distributions are most 
noticeable in the principal stress distributionso 
The stresses for BleichBs solution in Figso 18-25 are evaluated 
along the grid lines A to G at horizontal increments of ~, except for positions 
close to the load point for which these increments are subdivided furthero The 
stresses for Guyonts solution are reproduced directly from the tables published 
in Reference (9). In this reference the stresses have been evaluated along the 
a grid lines A to G at horizontal increments of 40 
In Figso 18 .... 25 the suffix nan is applied to the figure representing 
Bleich r s solution and the suffix fib IV to ·the figure representing Guyon e s solution 0 
For any given figure the actual stress per unit width of the blocky can be 
evaluated at any particular reference point} by multiplying the coefficient at 
p 
the reference point by the average stress per unit widthJ namely 2ao For all 
figures except those showing the longitudinal stresses~ contour lines are drawn 
through positions of equal stress for coefficient increments of 0020 Larger 
increments are used in the case of the longitudinal stresseso In all figures, 
zones of tension are hatched 0 
(a) Transverse stresses 
Figures 18 and 22 give the transverse stress distributions for both 
Bleichus and Guyon~s solutions for the loads applied with eccentricities of 
u = ~ and u = ~,respectivelYo An examination of these figures shows that 
the transverse stress distribution can be divided approximately into four 
zones 0 These zones· are more readily distinguishable in Bleich U s than in 
Guyon~s -solution owing to the symmetry of the stress function (Appendix Aol) 
giving a line of zero stress within the bodyo Tensile stresses occur in two 
of these zones, and compressive stresses in the other two zones 0 
One of the tension zones occurs directly under and along the axis 
of the applied loado The zones of fYequal stress it are pear-shaped, the points 
of highest stress concentration being located close to the upper surface of 
the beam and directly beneath the load 0 These stresses are termed bursting 
stresses 0 The second tension zone is located on (Guyon) or immediately below 
(Bleich) the free surface of the beamo It occurs away from the axis of loading 
on one or, if there is sufficient room) both sides of the load pointe These 
stresses are termed spalling stresseso The maximum spallingstresses occur on 
the surface in Guyon1s solution because of the application of the third 
corrective stress distribution (Appendix Ao2)0 On the other handJ in Bleichgs 
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solution the form of the stress function necessitates that the transverse 
stresses vanish on the upper surface of the blocko In Bleichns ;olution 
both the spalling and bursting stress zones extend to a greater depth than 
in Guyon 2 s solution 0 
The two compression zones are more readily distinguishable in 
Bleich~s than in GuyonU s solution although a close examination of the 
variation of the stresses in the latter case will show that these stresses 
exhibit the same characteristics as in Bleich~s solution 0 One compression 
zone is located beneath the spalling tension zone and to one side of the 
bursting tension zoneo Its width and depth depend on the position of the 
load and the final distribution assumed for the stresses over the depth of 
the cross section 0 The second compression zone is located above the bursting 
tension zone and to one side (Bleich~s solution) or partially beneath 
(GuyonUs solution) the spalling tension zoneo It is composed of two parts 
which spread out like the ribs of an arch~ one either side of the load pointo 
The relative magnitude of the stresses· in either the tension or the 
compression zone as opposed to the stresses in the other tension or compression 
zone appears to depend on the eccentricity of the applied loado For example, 
for u = ~, the maximum spalling stress coefficient for Bleichus solution is 
0057 and the maximum bursting stress coefficient is 00850 For GuyonUs 
solution the coefficients are 1004 and 100~ respectivelyo For u = ~, these co~cients 
are 1033 and 1009 for Bleichgs solution~ and 2018 and 2008 for GuyonU s solution 0 
The maximum tensile stress is thus the bursting stress for an eccentricity of 
a 3a 2 and the spalling stress for an eccentricity of ~ 0 More important perhaps 
than the significance of these maximum stress values is the fact that the 
areas over which these higher stresses extend3 follow exactly the same pattern 0 
The values quoted above show that as the eccentricity increases2 the maximum 
tensile stress increaseso Furthermore J it appears that the maximum tensile 
stresses given by GuyonUs solution are always greater than those given by 
BleichUssolution although the discrepancy in the values obviously decreases 
as the eccentricity decreaseso 
The magnitude of the ~inite maximum stresses in the compression zones 
are relatively smaller than those in the tension zoneso For an eccentricity 
of ~ the maximum stresses occur in the areas adjacent to the load points and 
for an eccentricity of ~a the maximum stresses occur in the area below the 
spalling tension zoneo 
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(b) Shear Stresses 
Figures 19 and 23 give the -shear stress distributions for both Bleich's 
and Guyon's solutions for-the loads applied with eccentricities_of u = ~ and 
3a 
u = 4' respectively 0 An examination of these figures shows that the shear 
stress distribution can be divided into approximately three zones 0 As in the 
case of' the transverse stresses, these zones are more readily distinguishable 
in Bleich's than in Guyonts solution owing to the symmetry of the stress function. 
Naturally, the division between two of the zones of shear occurs almost 
directly (Guyon) or exa.ctly (Bleich) underneath the load point. The second division 
occurs about the center of the beam, being located somewhat closer to this line, the 
greater the eccentricity of the load 0 On either side of the load point, kidney-
shaped bulbs of stress are built up, the coarseness of the mesh no doubt accounting 
for the fact that the second kidney-shaped bulb is not obtained in ,the case of 
Guyon's solution f'or u = (e.o 
- Maximum:'.she,ar'stress coefficients ',for Guyon fS solution '1.04 for u = ~ 
and 1.01 for u = ~) are considerably less than those obtained by Bleich (2.43 
in both- cases) again due to the coarseness of'the mesh. However, for points 
within the zones of' maximum, shear, the values obtained at a given point are very 
similar in both solutions 'although Bleich's solution tends to give slightly higher 
values. As a result, the depth to which a given level of' stress extends is 
slightly greater in Bleich I s than in Guyon's solutions.. In either case, the 
positions of maximum shear are located at depths of about -~ from the upper 
boundary. The contour f'or any given level of' stress close to the maximum value 
has its greatest dimensions at a. slight angle to the direction of the longitudinal 
axis, and has its apex close to this position of ~ stress. 
It is interesting to note that there is little (Guyon) or no (Bleich) 
alteration in the Shear stress pattern as the eccentricity of the load is 
altered. This can be readily seen from the expressions for the shear stress 
distributions in the Appendix 0 In Bleich IS solution altering the eccentricity 
of the load. merely shifts the stress pattern over a distance equal to the 
alteration in the eccentricity of' the load. A similar result is obtained for 
Guyon's solution, although the correction for the shear stresses on the longitudinal 
boundaries does alter the picture slightly. Bleich's expression for the shear 
stresses can be exact only when the point of application of the, load coincides 
with the axis of' symmetry of the block 0 
(c) Longitudinal stresses 
Figures 20 and 24 give the longitudinal stress distribution for both 
Bleich n s and Guyon! s solutions for loads 'applied with eccentricities of u =.= ~ 
and u = ~ ,respectivelyo From these figures it can be seen that the longitudinal 
stress distributions are similar in magnitude and extent, for points close to the 
actual load point. Away from the load point3 differences in the distributions 
arise :from the condition that Bleichvs solution approaches a uniform compression 
over the section and GuyonVs solution approaches the stress distribution due 
to pure bendingo 
'In both solutions a bulb of pressure is built up directly under and 
on the axis of the load 0 TheoreticallY$ this stress has a value of infinity 
at the actual load point, but this value has reduced to approximately 800 times 
a the average compressive stress at a. depth of about bO Around this bulb the 
contours of equal stress, for values less than 100, splay out uniformly on 
either side of the load pointo Both solutions show that on the side of the 
center line away from the load point a slight tension zone exists clo$e to the 
upper surfaceo For GuyonVs solution this tension zone is connected to the 
tension zone caused by the stress due to pure bending at some greater depth 0 
There is little (Guyon) or no (Bleich) variation in the magnitude of the 
compressive stresses as the point of applica.tion of the load is altered 0 
(d) Maximum Principal 'stresses 
Figures 21 and 25-give the maximum principal stres.s distributions 
for both Bleich's and GuyonVs solutions when the load is applied with eccentricities 
of u = ~ and u = ~,respectivelYo These maximum principal stresses have been 
computed using a Mobrvs circle construction 0 It ha.s alrea.dy been shown that 
little difference is obtained by calculating the shear, or longitudinal stresses 
in the end block up to a depth of about "a",9 by either Bleich ll s or Guyona s 
solutions 0 Any differences between the maximum principal stresses calculated 
in accordance with either theory» will be mainly due to differences in the 
transverse stresses 0 
The,maximum principal tensile stresses are concentrated in two regions 
corresponding to the bursting and spalling stress zones of the transverse stress 
solutions 0 However, owing to the large shear stresses that acted over the 
region that separated these two zones, there is a considerable blending of the 
two zones, through a widening of the influence of the bursting stress zone 0 
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In Guyon t s" solutions in particular these two zones almost blend into one.. The 
depths to which these maximum .principal tension zones extend only slightly . 
exceed the depths to whi·ch the transverse tensile zones previously extended .. 
The largest maximum principal stress coefficients are equal ·to the 
maximum transverse stress coefficientso However the area over which a given 
level of stress extends is always grea.ter for the principal tensile stresses 
than for the transverse tensile stresses.. The' major differences in the shape 
of the contour lines for equal stresses obtained in Bleich!ssolution as 
opposed to those obtained in Guyon's solution~ are due to the existence of 
shear stresses on the longitudinal boundaries of the block in the former case. 
4.4 .Solution for a Rectangular Pretensioned Beam 
Solution~ ar~ given in Figs. 26 to 33 for the transverse, shear, 
longitudinal,' and maximum principal stress distributions in a rectangular 
end-block·of a pretensioned beam on the basis of the hypothesis outlined in 
Section 4.2, Case (b). Each stress distribution is calculated first in 
accordance with Bleich~s solution and then in accordance ,with Guyon's solution. 
The eccentricity of the prestress force was taken as equal to three-eights of 
the depth of the beam. The stress transfer between the steel and the concrete 
was assumed to be complete after a distance equal to half the depth of the beam. 
In the figures, the reference system used and the dimensions of the 
block are the same as those outlined for the post~tensioned beams of Section 
4.3, except that the grid reference lines now extend from A through to N and 
'a a that the grid line A is located at a depth of 12 instead of 'b. Any exact 
solution must still satisfy the same boundary conditions as were specified. 
in Section 4.3, so that the same comments as to the shortcomings of the 
solutions will apply. 
The stress transfer between the concrete and the steel im.pos.~s 
another conditione' It was· stated in the discussion of the assumptions in 
Section 4 .. 2 that the 'variation of the steel stress in the end-block would be 
approximated algebraically by the parabola 
2 y=Ax+Bx 
The dependent variable y was taken as equal to total prestress force F(x) 
acting on any section within the anchorage zone, and the independent variable 
x was set equal to the distance from t:p.e ;"ree end of the beam. The constants 
A and B were evaluated from the following boundary conditions: 
-50 ... 
(1) at y = 0, F(x) = 0 
( 2) at y = Lt' F(x) = P 
then 
F(x) = P [ (~ ) ... (~)2 J 401 
. t Lt 
where P = the total prestress force 0 
The final solution for the pretensioned case was obtained by a 
summation of solutions corresponding to the application of incremental prestress 
forces· applied at various depths within the anchorage zone 0 Equation (4~1) 
·can be transformed into a more convenient form if the anchorage length Lt is 
divided into a finite number of' equal increments,? say, .k Lt 0 If 6P is the 
change in stress over the nth increment» then 
~. 2 
- = 2 k (1 ... 2n k) + k P 
For the solutions given in Figso 26-33 the anchorage lengthLt 
was assumed as half the depth of the end-block and subdivided into six .equal 
a 
segments of length b" The incremental prestress forces to be transferred at 
the center' of each segment (io eo on ~id .lines A to F),9 calculated in accordance 
with equation 40 2~ were 00306 P; 00250 P; 00194 P; 00138 P; 0.0084 P~ and 00028 p 
respectively. 
The assumption that the anchorage length is equal to a half of the 
depth of the beam is probably a reasonable estimate for actual beams of relatively 
short spans 0 However 9 the anchorage length for any given beam is not dependent 
on the depth of the beam" This relationship between anchorage length and depth 
was assumed, only because it simplified the analyseso 
-Evans (29) found that.? in laboratory tests, the anchorage length of 
5 It) in. diameter strand was about 6 in 0 Base (17) found that in the case of plain 
wires, there was an increase of about eighty percent between anchorage lengths 
measured in the laboratory and lengths measured in the field on the same size 
specimens 0 In view of these results J a conservative estimate of the anchorage 
length for the 3/8-ino diameter strand to be used in typical highway bridge 
designs from Reference (35) would be 12 to 16 ino This anchorage length 
corresponds to about a half of the depth of the beam for a35 ft" span· and 
about a quarter of the depth of the beam. for a 70· ft 0 span 0 An anchorage 
length· of a half the depth of the beam can be said to be an upper limit to 
the anchorage lengths normally found in practiceo 
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Reasonable estimates for the resultant stress distributions for 
anchorage lengths less than half of the depth of the beam can be made by 
extrapolation between the solutions for the pretensioned and post-tensioned 
beams 0 
The assumption that the prestress force has an eccentricity of 
three-eights of the depth of the beam may be considered as an upper limit 
to that found in practiceo The resultant prestress force for the wires in 
the tension face only for the beams in Reference (35) has an eccentricity 
of between. 0028 and 0.31 of the depth of the beamo 
In Figs. 26-33 the stresses for both BleichYs and Guyon's solutions 
are evaluated along the grid lines A to N, for the same horizontal increments 
as were used for the post-tensioned beamso In these figures, Bleich!s 
solution for a certain type of stress is given by an even-numbered figure 
and Guyon v s solution by an odd-numbered figure 0 Contour lines are drawn 
through positions of equal stress for coefficient increments of 0.02 except 
for the longitudinal stresses. 
(a) Transverse Stresses 
Figures 26 and 27 give the transverse stress distributions according 
to Bleich's an~ Guyon's solutions respectively 0 A comparison of these figures 
with Fig. 22 shows tha~ there is less similarity between the stress patterns 
for the two solutions in the pretensioned case than there was in the post-
tensioned case~ The stress distribution according to Bleich's solution in 
the pretensioned case (Figo 26) resembles strongly the stress distribution 
for Bleich's solution in the post-tensioned case (Figo 22a) 0 The stress 
distributions according to GuyonUs solutions show little similarity in the 
two cases .. 
I~ Figso 26 and 27 there is a discontinuity along the line of the 
prestress forceo This discontinuity is a result of the superposition. of 
the solutions for the post-tensioned beam to give the solution for the 
pretensioned beam. In both Bleichus and GuyonUs solutions for the transverse 
stresses in a post-tensioned beam there is an infinite compression immediately 
under the load pointo Also on the axis of loading, but at some distance below 
this infinite compressive stress there are high tensile stresseso The super-
position of the post-tensioned cases causes the infinite compressive stresses 
to cancel out these high tensile stresses in the two-dimensional solution. 
. I 
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However an actual beam isi:br'ee =dimensional and even if'" the wire distribution is such 
that the loading can be r'easonably well approximated bya line load; infinite 
compressions cannot exist between wireso Instead tensions will occur between 
wires and it is reasonable to assume that these tensions will be given by the 
superposition of the tensions occurring along the axis of loading in the post.., 
tensioned beamo The discontinuity thus shows that the two-dimensional transverse 
stress distribution approaches two solutionso The solution with infinite 
compressions along the axis of loading corresponds to the two-dimensional 
stress distribution on a vertical plane through the axis of the wireo The 
solution with tensile stresses along the axis of loading corresponds to the 
stress distribution on a vertical plane intermediate between successive wires 
in a horizontal direction 0 
In Bleichus solution the build-up in stresses in the direction of the 
longitudinal axis is relatively slowo For the given grid pattern~ the maximum 
spalling stress coefficient of 0044 occurs on line C (distance i~) at a depth 
of ~o The maximum bursting stress coefficient of 0050 occurs on line D 
(distance i~) on the axis of loading 0 A more important feature is the variation 
in the magnitude of the bursting and spalling stresses over the depth and length 
of' the anchorage zone 0 The contours show that the stresses build up more rapidly 
immediately within the boundaries of the spalling stress zone than of the 
bursting stress zone 0 As a result a "plateau of stress occurs in the former case 
and a peak of stress in the latter caseo The compressive stresses are small 
and relatively unimportanto 
In GuyonVs transverse stress distributionp the end of the beam is 
subject to tensile stresses over its full depth; the bursting and spalling 
stress zones are blended into oneo The resultant tension zone extends into 
the anchorage zone for a distance equal to about half the depth of the beamo 
On the upper surface however) where tensile bending stresses occur, this tension 
zone extends the full length of the anchorage zoneo 
In Guyon's solution the build~up in stresses in the direction of the 
longitudinal axis is relatively fasto For the given grid patternJ the maximum 
spalling stress coefficient of' 0067 occurs on line A at a depth of ~ (distance 
~2) on the axis of the loado The maximum bursting stress coefficient of 0098 
occurs on line C (distance i~) on the axis of the loado There is rio sharp 
break between the bursting and spalling stress zones 0 The two zones can be 
distinguished by the peak nature of the stresses in the bursting' zone and the 
more gradual stress gradient in the spalling stress zoneo 
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A comparison of Bleich's and Guyon's solutions show that tensile 
stresses can be expected over a length of the anchorage zone equal to about 
half the depth of the besmo Compressive stresses are small and relatively 
unimportant 0 The bursting stresses are larger than the spalling stresses 
but a high 'stress level is maintained over a small area only 0 On the other 
hand a high spalling stress level is maintained over a much larger areao Apart 
fr~m these similarities there is little agreement between the positions and 
magnitudes of the maximum stresses determined by the two different methodso The 
maximum bursting stre~s according to GuyonVs solution is about twice that de-
termined by Bleichvs solution and occurs somewhat closer to the end of the beamo 
The maximum spalling stress by Guyon's solution is approximately half as large 
again as that by Bleich's solution 0 Moreover in the former case this maximum 
stress occurs near the end beam and close to this axis of loadingo In the 
latter case the maximum spalling stress occurs some distance within the 
anchorage zone and just above the neutral axiso 
The differences in the two solutions are due to the high spalling 
stresses calculated by Guyon on the free surface 0 Their effect on the 
pretensioned case ma~ not be as drastic as that predicted since the principle 
of superposition used to obtain a solution hypothesizes that there is no material 
behind the assumed free sur£aceo The presence of such a material would affect 
most strongly these surface stresses. 
(b) Shear stresses 
Figures 28 and 29 give the shear stress distributions for both Bleich's 
and Guyon's solutions 0 The stress distributions are very similar to those found 
for the post-tensioned beam in Figo 23~: As in the latter case the shear stress 
distribution can be .di vided into approximately three zones 0 One dividing line 
lies along the axis of loading and the second line lies approximately along the 
center line of the beamo 
In Bleich's solution kidney-shaped bulbs of stress are built up on 
either side of the axis of loading. A partial bulb is built up near the remote 
longitudinal boundary. Two syrmnetrical points of maximum shear stre ss occur 0 
The stress coefficients at these points are 0.88 and they lie on line C 
(distance I~) at ~ on either side of the axis of loa.ding 0 The stress gradient 
'at these points of maximum shear stress is lOWe About the same general stress 
level is maintained for some distance in both directionso 
By comparisonp the points of maximum shear stress in the post=tensioned 
case, occur closer to the axis of loading and to the end of the beamo Also.o the 
stress gradient at the points of maximum shear stress in the post=tensioned case 
is much highero However, at lower levels of stress p equal levels of shear stress 
cover larger areas in the pretensioned than in the post-tensioned caseo 
In any interpretation of Guyonvs solution) the effect of the coarse= 
ness of the grid pattern must be consideredo In the post=tensioned case this 
coarseness was the reason for the absence of the second stress bulb on the outside 
of the axis of loadingo In the pretensioned case~ it contributes to a further 
distortion of the existing bulb of stresso As in the post=tensioned case, the 
maximum shear stress coefficient obtained in Guyonns solution (006 on line D at 
depth ~) agrees fairly well ~th the stress coefficient at the same point 
calculated by Bleichus solution 0 HoweverJ in Bleichfts solution the use of a 
finer grid establishes a higher maximum closer to the axis of loading at a 
point not covered by the coarser grid used in GuyonRs solution 0 
(c) Longitudinal stresses 
Figures 30 and 31 give the longitudinal stress distributions for 
Bleich~s and Guyon~s solutions respectively 0 The stress patterns are very 
similar to those obtained in the post-tensioned caseso As a result the comments 
made on the distribution of stresses in these cases (po48) are still valido 
The build up in stresses is of necessity slower than in the post= 
tensioned caseo In the pretensioned case however a greater discrepancy arises 
between stresses calculated by Bleich~s method and stresses calculated by 
Guyon~s methodo This discrepancy becomes more noticeable with distance along 
the longitudinal axis 0 It is due to the difference in boundary conditions 
imposed at the end of the anchorage zones in the original solutionso The super= 
position of solutions for concentrated loads to yield the solutions for the 
pretensioned beam introduces this difference in boundary conditions at a relatively 
faster rateo 
(d) Maximum Principal stresses 
Figures 32 and 33 give the maximum principal stresses according to 
Bleichns and Guyonfts solutions respectivelyo The discontinuity along the axis 
of loading has been ignored and the stresses plotted as if finite stresses 
only existed at these pointso The stress patterns are very similar to those 
obtained in the pretensioned case 0 The major differen ce is that the magnitudes 
of the maximum tensile stresses are much smaller and that these maxim.a no longer 
occur on or adjacent to the end of the beams but at some finite distance within 
the beamo 
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For the same reasons as in the post-tensioned case, any differences 
in the maximum principal stress patterns of either Bleich's or Guyon's solutions 
are mainly due to differences in the transverse stresseso Moreover these differ-
ences have been minimized by superposi tiono 
The maximum principal tensile stresses are concentrated in two regions 
corresponding to the bursting and spalling stress zones of the transverse stress 
solutions 0 The bursting stress zone is a region of high stress gradients, small 
in area and located on the axis of loadingo The spalling stress zone is a region 
of comparatively uniform stresses~ larger in area~ and located closer to the end 
and center of the beamo 
405 Summary and Discussion 
In this chapter both Bleichvs and GuyonVs two-dimensional analyses 
have been used to study the anchorage zone stresses in prestressed concrete 
beams 0 Initially, it was hypothesized that the anchorage zone stresses in 
a post-tensioned beam would be given by the stress distribution due to the 
application of a single concentrated line load on the upper surface of a 
block of elastic material and that the anchorage zone stresses in a pretensioned 
beam could be obtained by the superpositions of the above solutions for a series 
of individual loads distributed over some finite distance within the blocko The 
assumptions inherent in these hypotheses were outlined and their possible effects 
discussedo 
Solutions were obtained for the transverse~ shear~ longitudinal~ and 
maximum principal stress distributions in the anchorage zone of a post-tensioned 
beam with the prestressing force applied at eccentricities of a quarter and 
three-eighths of the depth of the beamo The transverse tensile stresses were 
termed bursting and spalling stresses according to their locationo The bursting 
stress zone was located at some depth on the axis of loading, and the spalling 
stress zone was located close to the end of the beam, but away from the axis of 
loading 0 It was found that as the eccentricity increased the maximum tensile 
stresses increasedo For low values of eccentricity, maximum tensile stresses 
occurred in the bursting stress zone and for higher values of eccentricity 
maximum tensile stresses occurred in the spalling stress zone 0 Maximum principal 
tensile stresses were not significantly greater than the transverse tensile 
stresses, and their distributions were essentially similaro The analyses showed 
that stresses up to fifty percent greater than those listed in GuyonVs tables (9) 
could be obtained at positions intermediate between those listed in the tables 0 
In general~ for the.longitudinal and shear stresses,9 Bleich's 'and Guyonl1s solutions 
were comparable" For .. the transverse and maximum principal stresses j Guyon lr s 
solutions.gave higher values than Bleich~s solutions" 
Solutions were obtained for the transverse, shearJ longitudinal~ and 
maximum principal stress distributions in the anchorage zone of a pretensioned 
beam with the prestressing force applied at an eccentricity of three-eights of 
the depth of the beamo The anchorage length of the reinforcement was assumed 
to be half the depth of the beam" The transfer of force from the reinforcement 
to the concrete was assumed to vary as a parabola over this length" Agreement 
between the two solutions was not as good as for the post-tensioned caseso 
Transverse tensile stresses extended over about half the length of the anchorage 
zone 0 Bursting stresses were considerably larger than spalling stresses but were 
much more localized. The distributions of the longitudinal and shear stresses 
were similar to those for the post-tensioned caseo The maximum principal 
stresses 'Were not significantly different from the transverse stresses except 
in the spalling stress zone where an appreciable increase in the value of the 
stresses was obtainedo 
The following table gives the position and magnitude of the maximum 
transverse tensile stress coefficients for each of the types of loading investigatede 
Positions are defined in accordance with the notation shown on Figo 17" Coefficients 
are multiples of the average compressive stress 0 
Transverse Tensile stress Coefficients 
Type of' 
Loading 
..... a 
-u = -
2 
Method 
Bleich 
Post-Tensioned Guyon 
3a 
u = 1+ Bleich 
Post-Tensioned Guyon 
3a ' 0 h 
u = '4 .. Ble~c 
Pretens"ioned Guyon 
Max 0 Spalling Stresses 
Magnitude Position 
-a a 
2' 12 
3a 0 
4' 
-a a 
4' b 
a 2' 0 
-a 5a 
4' 12 
a a 
2' 12 
Max" Bursting stresses 
Magnitude Position 
a a 
2,9 3 
a 2' 0+ 
3a a 
4' 12 
3a 
4,0+ 
3a 7a 
4' 12 
3a 5a 
"4) 12 
The above table shows that the tensile stresses in pretensioned 
beams (and the maximum principal stresses) are significantly lower ,than the 
same stresses in post~tensioned beams 0 In the pretensioned beam.') the maximum_, 
bursting stresses were only about a half and the maximum spalling stresses only 
about a third of those in the post-tensioned beam. 
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If the analysis is to take into account the shape of the cross section} 
an approximation for the transformation of the two-dimensional solution would be 
to assume that the stresses at any level act over a width equal to the width of 
the beam at that level 0 For an I-beam without an end-block as opposed to a beam 
with an end-block, the stresses in the web would be increased in the ratio of the 
width of the flange to the width of the webo .An average value of this ratio is 
about threeo In this case, the spalling stresses in a pretensioned beam without 
an end-block could be a great as in a post~tensioned beam with an end-block. 
For example, from the previous table the maximum spalling stress coefficients 
in a pretensioned I-beam would by 1032 and 2001 by Bleichus and Guyon's solutions~ 
and in a post-tensioned rectangular beam they would be 1033 and 2018 respectivelyo 
The spalling stresses plotted in Figso 26 and 27 show that there is 
little variation in these stresses over approximately the middle half of the 
depth of the beam if the prestressing reinforcement is concentrated in one 
flange. It follows that, for the same total prestressing force, redistribution 
of reinforcement from one flange to the other should not relieve the spalling 
stresses in the web 0 On the other hand, a uniform "fanning out 1t of the rein-
for cement over the depth of the be~ might eliminate the possibility of longi-
tudinal cracking. 
The assumption that the anchorage length of the reinforcement is equal 
to half of the depth of the beam represents for strand reinforcement a reasonable 
upper limit to the anchorage length that should occur in practice, although 
there is no logical relationship between the anchorage length and the depth of 
the beam. Test results indicate that shorter anchorage lengths may be common~ 
in which case the stress coefficients should be intermediate between those given 
in the previous table for the solutions for pretensioned and post-tensioned 
casese If an end-block is not presentJ spalling stresses even greater than 
those predicted for the post-tensioned rectangular beam could occur in the 
pretensioned beam. 
50 PROPOSED EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION 
5.1 Object and Scope 
The ultimate object of the proposed experimental investigation is the 
development of a rational method for the design of transverse reinforcement in 
the anchorage zones of pretensioned beamso Although this is a practical goal, 
certain basic phenomena have to be studied in detail before results of practical 
significance can be obtained 0 
The investigation can be divided into two more or less distinct phaseso 
The first phase is the investigation of conditions that lead to the rormation of 
a longitudinal crack in the anchorage zone 0 It will involve the comparison of 
measured strains with strains computed on the assumption that concrete is a 
linearly elastic materialo This phase should perforce result in modifications 
of the theoretical approach to reconcile it with observed phenomenao The 
second phase of the investigation is a study of the action of the transverse 
reinforcement in the anchorage zone, with emphasis on its behavior after longi-
tudinal cracking has occurredo In short, the exploratory investigation is 
planned to answer the questions nWhat starts a crack? IV and "What stops a crack'.?" 
under relatively simple laboratory conditionso 
The major variables involved in the problem may be divided into two 
general groups: (a) variables related to the effect of the prestressing force, 
and (b) variables affecting the resistance of the anchorage zone 0 
In the first group are the magnitude of the prestressing force j the 
distribution of the reinforcement over the cross-section, the inclination of 
the reinforcement to the longitudinal axis of the beamj and the rate of transfer 
of the force from the reinforcement to the concrete 0 In the second group are 
the shape and size of the beam section, and the quality of the concreteo The 
rate of transfer of the force from the reinforcement to the concrete is affected 
by many variables such as time dependent effects, manner of release of the 
reinforcement, the surface condition of the reinforcement J the depth of concrete 
below the reinforcement, and also the concrete strength 0 Naturally, it is not 
practical to study experimentally the effects of all the variables~ Especially 
in this exploratory series of tests, it is very desirable that the variables 
be limited so that the results can be compared with the available knowledge 
and with each other in as simple and direct a manner as possibleo 
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Altho~gh the investigation is. planned to study anchorage zone 
stresses in pretensioned beams, the information obtained will be.useful also 
for the design of post-tensioned beamso 
502 Test Program 
(a) Test Specimens, Instrum~ntation and Test Procedure 
The test specimens will be plain·or reinforced concrete "blocks n as 
shown in Figo 340 The cross section will be rectangular (Figo 34c) or I-shaped 
(Figo 34d)o The specimens will be cast in pairs monolithicallyo The vertical 
broken lines in Figo 34aand brepresent the fiend" of each specimen0 The over-
all height, h, and the web thicknessJ b 1 $ will be varied 0 The flange thickness 
will be 6-ino for all the specimenso 
The plain specimens (Figo 3480) will be loaded eccentrically through 
a stiff· plate extending across the width of the sectiono The load will be 
increased to failure in several incrementso 
The strand reinforcement in the reinforced specimens (Figa 34b) will 
be pretensioned to approximately 200~OOO psi in the early series of testso 
During the test, the force will be transferred to the concrete in several 
increments 0 
The measurements will include the total load on the concrete, the over-
all deformation oft-he concrete, and the slip of the strand, if anyo A deta.iled 
picture of the deformation of the specimen will be obtained by measuring strains 
in two orthogonal directions on all surfaces of' the specimenso The strains will 
be measured mechanically over gage lengths· of 2-ino as indicated in Fig. 34eo 
The development of cracks will be recordedo 
Control specimens will comprise standard cylinders to be used in 
compression and splitting tests~ plain concrete beams for modulus of rupture 
tests, and specimens for pull-out tests on the strand 0 
The maximum size of the gravel to be used is 3/8-inc The cement will 
be Type 1110 The prestressing reinforcement may vary from 1/4 to 3/8-ino 
diameter strand 0 In specimens with loads applied at large eccentricities 
intermediate grade reinforcement may be usedo 
(b) Outline of Tests 
The proposed experimental program is divided into six seriesJ each 
series consisting of three pairs of specimens. The variables in each series 
are indicated in Table 10 
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The target concrete strength will be 5000 psi for all the specimens. 
The eccentricity of the prestressing force on the applied load will be kept 
constant at 3/8 of the over-all depth~ 
The major variable in the first two series of tests is the depth of 
the sectiono The amount of longitudinal reinforcement is to be varied in 
Series 2 in order to maintain a constant reinforcement ratioo The primary 
object of these two series is to determine the smallest depth of specimen on 
which reliable strain measurements can be made using a gage length of 2 ino 
Critical information should also be obtained about the differences between the 
strain conditions in the anchorage zones of post-tensioned (Series 1) and 
pretensioned (Series 2) beams~ 
The major variable in series 3 and 4 is the shape of the cross section. 
In both series 'the specimens will" b~ .I;"'shaped, and the web thickness will ,be varied. 
In Series 5 the major variable is the amount of longitudinal rein-
forcemento On the basis of information to be obtained from Series 1 through 
4, the specimens of Series 5 will be designed to develop serious longitudinal 
cracking 0 
The type of specimen which exhibited the most severe cracking in 
Series 5 will be used in Series 6 with various amounts of transverse rein-
forcement in order to study the effect of transverse reinforcement on longi-
tudinal cracking 0 
At the conclusion of Series 6, it is planned that the results of 
the investigation will be evaluated as a whole to determine if further 
experimental work is requiredo 
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60 SUMMARY 
The object of this report is to review and discuss :available 
information useful for the determination of anchorage zone stresses in 
pretensioned prestressed concrete beamso Research on anchorage zone stresses 
in both post- andpre~ensioned beams and on the rate of stress transfer .in 
the anchorage zone of a pretensioned beams is reviewed 0 Two theoretical 
analyses are used to determine possible anchorage zone stress distributions and 
to provide a basis for the determination of the critical factorso On the 
basis of this informationJ a proposed test series aimed at developing a 
rational method for the design of transverse reinforcement in the anchorage 
zones of pretensioned beams is outline do 
Reviews are made of 13 investigations concerned with anchorage zone 
stresses in prestressed concrete beamso Eleven of the investigations were 
for post-tensioned and two for pretensioned beams 0 Eleven of' the inve.stigations 
were theoretical and only two experimental 0 For theoretical analyses, the 
I 
theory of elasticity was used in six investigations~photoelasticity in three, 
and the lattice analogy in twoo Eight of these investigations were basically 
two-dimensional and three were three-dimensional 0 Three of the theoretical 
investigations included limited experimental worko It is concluded that" for 
post-tensioned beams J the available experimental data are not adequate to 
justify the acceptance anyone particular analysis and that almost no infor-
mation is available about the behavior or the mode of failure of end-blocks 
in pretensioned beamso 
Reviews are made of eight studies concerned wits the determination 
of the bond characteristics of prestressing reinforcemento The variables in 
these studies were the effects of alterations in the type and surface condition 
of t~e reinforcement, concrete strength, wire diameter, manner of release, depth 
of concrete under the reinforcement,9 and time-dependeI;1t effects 0, Interpretations 
of the results were not always in agreemento It is concluded that these investi~ 
gations are not conclusive •. The rate of stress transfer. cannot· be predicted 
with any degree of precisionp even for a given wire under a given set of 
conditions 0 
Two theoretical analyses p one due to Bleich and one due to Guyon, are 
used to study possible transverse p shearJ longitudinal and maximum principal 
stress distributions in end-blocks 0 For a. post-tensioned beam these distributions 
are determined for a single concentrated line load with eccentricities of a 
. I 
I 
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half and three-eights of the depth of the beamo For a pretensioned beam, these 
distributions are determined for a single line load with an eccentricity of 
three-eights of the depth of the beam and an anchorage length of half the depth 
of the beamo Under these loading conditions, maximum principal tensile stresses 
are not significantly greater than transverse tensile stresses and their 
distributions are essentially similaro Two regions of high tensile stresses 
exist. One region, termed the bursting stress zone, lies at some depth on the 
axis of loading, and the other region, termed the spalling stress zone 3 lies 
near the end of the beam and away from the axis of loadingo Maximum tensile 
stresses increase as the eccentricity of the applied load increaseso For 
pretensioned beams, thespalling stresses were only about a third and the 
bursting stresses only about a half of those for post-tensioned beamso 
For pretensioned I-beams without end-blocks~ it appears that con-
centration of the prestressing reinforcement in flanges gives spalling stresses 
in the web greater than the bursting stress along the wires and that these 
spalling stresses are comparable or even higher than the predicted spalling 
stresses in post-tensioned beamso Under these circumstances, failure is likely 
to occur by longitudinal splitting of the webo 
The immediate object of the proposed exploratory tests 1s to investigate 
the applicability of the theoretical solutions to actual caseso The major 
variables in the six series of tests, each comprising three specimens, are listed 
in Ta.ble 1" 
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TABLE 1 
OUTLINE OF PROPOSED EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION 
Series Depth Longitudinal Ratio of Transverse 
Re'inforcement Web to Flange Width Reinforcement 
1 Variable None None 
2 Variable Variable None 
3 Constant None Variable None 
4 Constant Constant Variable None 
5 Constant Variable Constant None 
6 Constant Constant Constant Variable 
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APPENDIX A 
Aol Analysis by Fo Bleich 
Ao2 Analysis by Yo Guyon 
,A-l 
A 01 ANALYSIS BY F. BLEICH 
Consider a straight beam with a rectangular cross section of depth 2a and 
length 2b. The coordinate system is as shown in Figo 10 
Suppose the beam is subjected to loads of the form 
A 
p (x) = ....£ + !: Aw cos ~ + !: AN cos ~ on the upper surface 
o 2, a a 
and 
B 
o ;;:=+ 
2 cos np=x + 
~ "Of ~ DN cos U[X on the lower surface 
a a 
where 
~ = ~L+apo (;\.) cos nrT";\. and Bn = ~ f+a pu(;\.) cos ~ (]A 
a -a a 
According to the theory of elasticity, if ~ is a stress function that satisfies 
Airy f S equation 
04! + 20:m 2 + 04t = 0 (1) ox ox oy oy 
then the stresses at any point within the beam are given by the following 
expressions; 
02 
cr = ~ = transverse stress 
x Oy2 
( 2) 
02 
(J = £.JQ. = longi tudinal stre s s 
y ox2 
. 02 
T = ~~ = shear stress ( 4) 
Any loading can be broken dow. into a combination of symmetrical and anti-
~ymmetrical loadingso Each of these is analysed separatelyo 
Case (8.) Symmetrical Loadso 
A solution of the 
04z _2n21T2 
Oy4 a 2 
form \P
n 
= Z cos~ will satisfy equation (1) if 
d~ +n\-~z = 0 
dy a 
A-2 
The general solution of this equation is 
Z = A cosh np + B sinh np + Cy cosh np + Dy sinh np (5) 
where p = 1l:l. 
a 
The boundary conditions require 
for Y= +b (J = p (x) Condition I y 0 
't' = 0 Condition II 
for y = -b (J = p (x) Condition III y u . 
't' = 0 Condition IV 
Conditions II and IV give 
-B !!lr cosh ~ A nrr . nh n,rb - - s~ -
C = a a 
D = ____ ~_a ________ a_ 
~ sinh nrr-b + cosh !!lI:£ nn-b h n-n-b • nh nJTb 
- cos .:::..r..I..,;; + s~ 
a a a aa a 
Conditions I and III 
A= 
B =. 
-A + B n n .. 
2 2 
. !!...L 
a
2 
-A -B 
n n 
2 2 
!!..L 
2 
a 
~ cosh ~ + sinh ~ 
a a a 
sinh ~+~ . 
a ... a 
nrr-b sinh n;rb + cosh ~ 
a a a 
sinh .?E:lz:£ ... .?E:lz:£ 
a a 
Substitution of these constants, into equation (5) yields the expression 
for Zo The stresses can the be evaluated in accordance with equations (2), 
(3), and (4). 
C1X =n~.L (~ + BN) (sinh ¥ -¥ cosh ¥) cosh rip + np sinh ¥ sinh np 
sinh ?n-n-b + ?nVb 
n1[x cos 
a a 
+nh (~ - BN) (cosh ~ - ~ sinh ~ sinh np + ~p cosh ~ cosh np 
sinh .?E:lz:£ - .?E:lz:£ 
a a 
a 
IlJrX cos 
a 
A 0 eo n-n-b n-rrb nn-b nrrb 
(J == - + ~ (A-_ + B ) (sinh .=u..::. + .=u..::. cosh -) cosh np-np sinh -sinh np n~ y 2 n=l -.~ N a a a a <> cos --
a 
. nh 2n7T"b 2n7T"b· s~ -- +--
a a 
+ ~:_~ (~_ _ B ) (cosh nrrb + n,rb sinh n,rb) sinh np ... np cosh n-rrb cosh np 
.u.=J. -~ N a a a a 0 cos nrrx 
sinh 2n-,rb ... ~ a 
a a 
A-3 
oo~ (~ B) °nh nrrb h n-"h h n'TT"b °nh nrrY 1" =n= + N np Sl - cos np - -'/1-v COS -""- Sl 
a a a a 0 
. nh 2n7[b 2n1ib 
Sl + ----
a a 
sin nrrx 
a 
+ n~l (~ - BN) np cosh n-r: sinh np - n-r: sinh n-r: cosh np 0 i nrrX 
------------------------------------------- s n ---sinh'~ _ 2n7Tb a 
a a. 
Case (b) Anti-Symmetrical Loads 
A similar method can be used to solve the stresses for anti-symmetrical 
loads 0 These stresses are 0' i 0' Z and ,.11 and are of the same form. as 0' , 0' and oro 
x' y . . x y 
For example: 
O'! = ~ (A' + B') (sinh n7Tb - n7TfJ cosh nVb ) cosh np + sinh n7Tb sinh np 
x n=l -""N N a a a np a . IlJ[X 
, - 2n b ·Sln 
s inh ~ + E!:!:11:.!!. a 
a a 
+n~ (AN - BN) (cosh nab - n!b sinh n!b) sinh np + np cosh n!b cosh np 
_________________________ ~-----------------------------o sin nrrX 
Longitudinal Boundary Conditions 
for x = +a 
sinh 2nVb 2nVb a 
o 
a a 
Condition V 
Condition VI 
The symmetrical loading satisfies conditions VI but not condition Vo 
The anti-symmetrical loading satisfies condition V but not condition VIo 
• 
For plates in which b »ao Bleich suggests (i) that condition V 
be satisfied by applying equal and opposite transverse stresses at the 
longitudinal boundaries (ii) that condition VI need not be sa.tisfied since 
for this shape of plate the shear stresses will not be importanto 
Case (c) Single Eccentric Load 
Combination of the stresses for the two~s of loading will give 
the solution for a single concentrated eccentric lo"ad on both the upper and 
lower surfaces" 
A-4 
Suppose the load is applied 'with an eccentricity u 
Then Ao = Bo = -p and ~ = BN = ... p cos n7T'U , 
2, 2 2a a a 
A'_ = B'= -p sin ~ 
-"N N a 
a 
~ - BN = 0 and AN'" BN = 0 
. np 
, -e Further if b » a sinh np ':.::.s>shnp - 2 
and . nh 9n-"h 2n7Tb ... s 1 .=.u..:::. + -~ ... 
a a 
2n-rre 2n,re 
sinh --:: e 
a -
:2 
a 
Bleich does not develop this solution any furthero 'The following analysis is 
tha.t of the writer. 
If the origin is moved from the center of the plate to the junction 
of the upper surface and the axis of symmetry, then, 
rJ = ,-~ fl [l ... np]e-np [cos n7Tu cos n1[x -cos n-rru cos n7T + sin n'}Tli sin n7Tx] 
x an= a a a a a. 
cry = ;! -! n~l [l+np]e -np [cos n~ cos n!x + sin n: sin n~x] 
If" = P ~ -np [, n71'"ll • n"l"Til i n7TU cos n7Tx] ~ -" np e cos -- S1n =.LL..::. ... S n -
a n=l a a a a. 
If, the or1g1n is shifted to the point of applica.tion of the load 
rrx' 'Tr"lJ and if X U + x , · A ..I.J..,,;:;. a· = , a = .., , a ::z:, , 
Then 
cr = -~ ~ [l ... np]e-np [COSnf3 - cosn a cos n7T] 
x a n=l 
1: = -E !l [-np]e-np [sin 'nf3] 
a n= 
A-5 
Ao2 ANALYSIS BY Yo GUYON .. 
lo Approximate Solution 
Consider a rectangular prism, width 2b, depth 28. and length 2ho Let 
the origin of the coordinate system lie on one end of the axis of the prism. 
Assume that the loadings on the surfaces y = 0 and y = 2h are the same and 
are independent of the width 0 
Any loading can be developed from a superposition of a symmetrical 
and an anti-symmetrical loadingo From the theory of elasticitYJ if any stress 
function ~ satisfies Airy's: equation 
04 204 04 :-1+~2+~=O oX oxoy .. oy .. (1) 
the stress are given by 
G ~. 02~ _ longitudinal stress 
y . ox ( 2) 
02 
cr = ~ - transverse stress 
x dy2 
02 
T = ~y - shear stress .. (4) 
Case (a) Symmetrical Loadso 
Any set of symmetrical loads can be represented by the function 
w = A +. I: A cos n a where 0 = ~ 
o n a 
and lJ~ A = - w ( 0) do 
o :n: 
0 
2 In ( 0) cos nO da A = - W 
n :n: 
0 
A solution of the form ~n =: Z cos nO will satisfy equation (1) if 
Solving 
2 2 
.2n .. :n: 
2 
a 
Z = (A + B nrr,y) cosh ~ + (C + D n:n:y ) sinh ~ 
a a a a 
The boundary conditions at y = 0 and y = 2h re quire that 
cr = w and "t' = 0 Y' 
- (5) 
Substituting in equation 
A= -A 
n 
where q = n:rr 2h 
a 
a2 
2 2 
n :rr 
; 
A-6 
( 5) 
B = -c -A a
2 
= 2 2 n 
n :rr 
If 2h > 4a then q > 4:rr and sinh q :: cosh q 
cosh g.-I .. 
°nh ' s~ q+q' 
2 D=Aa 
n 
2 2 
n :rr 
sinh q 
sinh q+l 
In general q and 1 are negligible in comparison to sinh q or cosh q; 
then A = B = -C = -D = -A a 2 
n~ 
n :rr 
2 
and Z = -An ~ 2 (np + l)e-np 
n :rr 
:rr 
where p = J 
a 
(6) 
The substitution os this expression for Z in the stress function ~n yields 
transverse stresses that does not satisfy the condition cr = 0 at the boundaries 
x 
x = + a .. 
Suppose a stress system II is imposed on this existing stress system I such that 
equal and opposite transverse forces are applied along these boundarieso The 
addition of stress systems I and II yield final stresses of the form. 
cr = -~ A (np-l)e-np [cos no + (_i)n+l] 
x n 
-np 
r1 = A + ~ A (np+l)e cos na yon 
T = E A npe-np sin na 
n 
Case (b) Anti-Symmetrical Loads 0 
The loading system .can be written as 
w1 = ~ ~ sin no 
.. ,.,1 A) 
.> 
and a set of stress corresponding to those developed for system I case (a) can 
be derived but these stresses will not satisfy the conditions that 'r = 0 at 
x = +a. 
If a second stress system is applied as before composed of equal and 
oppOsite tractions at these boundaries then the addition of the two systems will 
yield stresses 
A-7 
. {B) 
v -np [ (_l)n+l 3 2_~2] T = -2: A npe cos no: + ex JL 
n 
2oc 2 
where M = moment on the sectiono 
Case (c) Single Eccentric. Load 0 
If stress systems A and B are combined they will give the solution 
for an eccentric loado 
then 
Suppose the load is applied with an eccentricity Uo 
ml Let cp = a and Q:-cp = f3 
--.(0 ) 
The a and T stresses according to this system C are those used in the tables given y , 
by Guyon in Reference(~o The transverse stresses cr are derived by the following 
x 
analysis 0 
20 Exact Solutiono 
Symmetrical Loading - Transverse stresses Only 
Consider the nth term of the loading function 
W = A cos no: 
n n 
The stresses corresponding to this nth term will be proportional. to A and can 
n 
be -written as 
a = A v nx n nx 
If the different coefficients V are known for the stress cr then the total 
nx nx 
stress a at any point is given by 
x 
a = 2: A v (xy) 
, x n n 
For equation A system I 
v l = - (np-l)e ... np cos no: 
n 
A-8 
Correcti ve forces have now to be. a.J;>pl,ied fC?r the tractions a.t the longi tudinal 
boundaries. The function that yields thes~ corrective forces can be~itten as 
These 
(i) 
(ii) 
-r = (_l)n+l (-1 + E b sin~) 
1 m 2h 
if k=!: then -rl = (_l)n+l (-1 + E bm_sin mkp) 2h 
tractions set up forces at y = 0 composed of; 
2 n+l [ sin mk] a stress 
"x " = -( -1) -1 + L:: b f ( a) n n n 
2 n+l parasitical reactions '1: = -( -1) E b g (a) n n n 
It is still necessary however to again annul the tangential stresses '1:2 that have 
n 
been set up.. At this stage the stress desired" , 
n 
can be written as 
of (_'1:2 ) 
n 
I 2 
"n = "n + "n + effect 
-np 
= ,-(np-l)e cos no: + (_l)n+l_( _l)n+l E b f 
n n 
. 2 
+ effect of (-'1: ) 
n 
(0:) sin E-f 
The cycle could be continued but parasitical reactions would again be createdo 
Suppose however that the· ,tangential reactions (_'1:2) introduced to eliminate the 
, n 
parasitica.l str'esses of the previous system, have an essentially linear law, say 
2 (-'1: ) = K a. The stresses created by this system would satisfy all the bound~y 
n n 
conditions so that 
1 2:3 
" = v +" + V n n n n 
Consider the effect of a linear tangential load 
e = ~ = L:: (_l)n+l sin ~ 
2 m 
The calculation can be broken up as follows ~ 
System Applied Load 
a e, tangential on y=O 
b 
c - '1: tangential 
Development 
L::( _l)m+lsin ~ 
m 
stress Co ) 
x 
"a. (0:) 
"b (a) 
Parasitical 
stresses 
" (1T) normal on a 
faces x = +a 
'1:, tangential on 
face y = 0 
A-9 
To a first approximation the tangential reactions of system C again 
follow a linear lawo The cycle is' thus campleteo 
Suppose now Vx is. the true stress due to ee 
Then Vx = va + Vb + v c + V d + 0 Q 0 
but Vc + vd + 000 is the true stress Vx created by -~o 
This stress is thus proportional to the stress v created by eo 
x -
Suppose -7 = -Ca where C = constant 
then v (due to -7) = V (due to e)o -7 = v (due to e) o' -Ca = -2Cy (e) 
x x x . x 
e a 
va + Vb 
Rewriting equation (7) gives Vx = 1+2C (8) 
v then satisfies all the boundary conditionso However it has been 
x 
stated that the completion of the cycles is an approximation only and a correction 
must be introduced 0 In order to examplify this correction suppose the plane 
x = ~ is consideredo 
The correction reduces to the use of '1: (0) = C1I a say, not T (0) = Cao The latter 
n n· 
represents a certain mean law while in the former C~ is still a constant but has 
a value such that the resultant of the tangential forces to the right o~ 3: is 
the same for the linear law C·t!, as for the true law 't' (0) 0 This value 'C u is 
. . n . 
used in equation (8; ~ .At each pl~e x = a/2J a/4 etc there will be different 
values of C j say C ~f:; C i" which similar to C ~ vary only slightly from C 0 
If' V 3 is the stress v due to (_'1:2) 
n x K m 
v~ = v x (due to %) 0 I7 2 = 2 Kn v x (due to ~) 
Vi (due to ~) is given by equation (8)0 
same manner as C; C f1 etc above 0 
Values of Kg Kn etc are chosen in the 
n' n 
The stress v under the load w = cos na (the nth term of the loading function w) 
x n 
is; 
The stress O'x at any point is thus 
ax = ~ Vlx + A2 Y2x + ~ V3X 
These. coefficients ylx' Y2x are tabulated in reference (8) for n = 1 to n = 100 
'In a similar mariner anti-symmetrical stresses cr i can be developedo 
x 
The combination of th~se symmetrical and anti-symmetrical solutions 
are used to give the values for crxJ the transverse stress, given in the tables 
of references(9)0 
